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fl\l THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 









SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
42410 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST mDICIAL DISTRICTD 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE FRED M GIBLER PRESIDING ruDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
SARA B. THOMAS 
STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3647 LAKE HARBOR LN 
BOISE, ID 83706 
MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W JEFFERSON, STE 210 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
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Date: 12/2/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 09:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 7 Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
State of Idaho vs. Jesse Jay Weeks 
Date Code User Judge 
6/6/2013 NOTE OREILLY Clerk's Notation To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 12/19/13 LAM Fred M. Gibler 
6/7/2013 NCRF OREILLY New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO OREILLY Criminal Complaint Clark A. Peterson 
SMIS OREILLY Summons Issued Weeks, Jesse Jay Clark A. Peterson 
csos OREILLY Case Status Order *******SEALED******* To Be Assigned 
XSEA OREILLY Case Sealed To Be Assigned 
6/26/2013 HRSC OREILLY Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First Scott Wayman 
Appearance 07/17/2013 09:30 AM) 
7/1/2013 NOAP CARROLL Notice Of Appearance To Be Assigned 
DRQD CARROLL Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
7/2/2013 SMRT CARROLL Summons Returned Weeks, Jesse Jay To Be Assigned 
CSOR CARROLL Case Status Order *****OPEN***** To Be Assigned 
XUNS CARROLL Case Unsealed To Be Assigned 
HRVC CARROLL Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance Scott Wayman 
scheduled on 07/17/2013 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
7/9/2013 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Robert Caldwell 
Conference 07/18/2013 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Scott Wayman 
07/19/2013 01:30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
7/12/2013 PRQD CARROLL Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRSD CARROLL Plaintiffs Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
7/15/2013 MOTN ROHRBACH Motion to Excuse Defendant from Attending the To Be Assigned 
Preliminary Hearing Status Conference 
MOTN ROHRBACH Motion to Continue - Preliminary Hearing To Be Assigned 
7/16/2013 CONT STOKES Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Robert Caldwell 
Conference scheduled on 07/18/2013 08:30 AM: 
Continued 
CONT STOKES Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Scott Wayman 
on 07/19/2013 01:30 PM: Continued 
ORDR STOKES Order to Continue Robert Caldwell 
ORDR STOKES Order to Excuse Defendant From Attending the Robert Caldwell 
Preliminary Hearing Status Conference 
MNDQ CARROLL Motion To Disqualify To Be Assigned 
7/17/2013 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference 08/08/2013 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Barry E. Watson 
08/09/2013 01 :30 PM) 
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Date: 12/2/2014 
Time: 09:02 AM 
Page 2 of 7 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Jesse Jay Weeks 
Date Code User Judge 
7/17/2013 HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
DISA HOFFMAN Disqualification Of Judge Quentin Harden - Quentin F. Harden 
Automatic - As Alternate - by (KC Pros. McHugh) 
7/18/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 7/16/13 JSH To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found CES 7/16/13 To Be Assigned 
7/26/2013 MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion to Excuse Defendant's from Attending the To Be Assigned 
Pre-Trial Conference 
7/31/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 7/29/13 CES To Be Assigned 
8/2/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 7 /31 /13 JSH To Be Assigned 
8/5/2013 MOTN LSMITH Motion to Excuse Defendant from Attending the To Be Assigned 
Pre-Trial Conference 
ORDR LSMITH Order to Excuse Defendant From Attending the Penny E. Friedlander 
Preliminary Hearing Status Conference 
8/8/2013 HRHD LSMITH Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference scheduled on 08/08/2013 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
MOTN ALBERS Motion to Dismiss - Notice of Hearing To Be Assigned 
BRIE ALBERS Brief In Support of Motion to Dismiss Barry E. Watson 
8/9/2013 BOUN LUCKEY Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Barry E. Watson 
on 08/09/2013 01 :30 PM: Bound Over (after 
Prelim) 3 witnesses 
ADMR LUCKEY Administrative assignment of Judge Fred M. Gibler 
8/12/2013 INFO MCCANDLESS Information Fred M. Gibler 
8/14/2013 MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion for Joinder Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion for Preparation of Transcript(s) Fred M. Gibler 
8/15/2013 NOTH TDAVIS Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
8/19/2013 HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/23/2013 02:00 Fred M. Gibler 
PM) Motion for Joider with Case CR2013-5128 
HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Fred M. Gibler 
08/23/2013 02:00 PM) 
HAMILTON Notice of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
8/21/2013 BRIE MCCANDLESS Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss Fred M. Gibler 
MNDS MCCANDLESS Motion To Dismiss Fred M. Gibler 
8/23/2013 DCHH HAMILTON Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court Fred M. Gibler 
scheduled on 08/23/2013 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
User: MCCANDLESS 


















































Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Fred M. Gibler 
08/23/2013 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion for Joider with Case 
CR2013-5128 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401 
Burglary) 
Waiver Of Speedy Trial 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Order for Joinder with 2013-5128 for Jury Trial Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Fred M. Gibler 
11/15/2013 02:00 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
11/19/2013 09:00 AM) Joined with c#13-5128 2 
days 
Notice of Hearing 
Witness List - Plaintiff's 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found DK 9/2/13 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 




Order For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing 
Transcript 
Order for Joinder with 2013-5128 for Trial 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 
10/15/2013 01:00 PM) 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 9/24/13 CES Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler OREILLY Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 40996 Dated 
10/2/2013 for 130.00) 
MCCANDLESS Amended Notice Of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler HAMILTON 
HAMILTON 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 
11/12/2013 03:00 PM) 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
on 10/15/2013 01:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 





Notice Of Lodging Of Preliminary Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Transcript 
Lodged - Transcript Preliminary Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 2284 dated Fred M. Gibler 
10/31/2013 amount 84.50) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 2285 dated Fred M. Gibler 
10/31/2013 amount 45.50) 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 10/30/13 LAM Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler LUCKEY Receipt Of Preliminary Hearing Transcript 
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First Judicial District Court · Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
User: MCCANDLESS 












































LUCKEY Memorandum In Opposition To Defendant's 
Motion To Dismiss 
MCCANDLESS Reply Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11 /7 /13 NAM 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11/7/13 JSH 
Judge 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
HAMILTON Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
on 11/12/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 




Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Fred M. Gibler 
scheduled on 11/15/2013 02:00 PM: Continued 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
on 11/19/2013 09:00 AM: Continued Joined 
with c#13-5128 2 days 
MCCANDLESS Defendant's Supplemental Requested Jury 
Instructions 
MCCANDLESS Defendant's Response To Discovery 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11 /22/13 DK 
HAMILTON Opinion and Order Denying Motion to Dismiss 
CARROLL Motion for Reconsideration, Notice of Hearing 
CARROLL Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found JBR 12/10/13 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 12/10/13 NAM 
MCCANDLESS Notice of Intent to Produce I.RE. 404(8) 
Evidence 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 12/18/13 CES 
MCCANDLESS Notice Filing Plaintiff's Proposed AudioNideo 
Trial Exhibit 








Objection To Plaintiff Proposed AudioNideo 
Exhibit 
Memorandum In Support Of Objection To 
Plaintiff's Proposed AudioNideo Exhibit 
Notice Of Hearing 
Supplemental Brief In Support Of Motion For 
Reconsideration 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Reconsider 
01/21/2014 01:45 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 
01/24/2014 02:00 PM) 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
User: MCCANDLESS 






































HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
01/28/2014 09:00 AM) 2 Days 
Judge 
Fred M. Gibler 
LUCKEY Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found JSH 1/16/14 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found DAD 1/16/14 
HAMILTON Hearing result for Motion to Reconsider 
scheduled on 01/21/2014 01:45 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 

















Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Fred M. Gibler 
scheduled on 01/24/2014 02:00 PM: Continued 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
on 01/28/2014 09:00 AM: Continued 2 Days 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Fred M. Gibler 
02/19/2014 04:00 PM) RE: Motion in Limine and 
Objection to 4046 Evidence 
Notice of Hearing Fred M. Gibler 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
on 02/19/2014 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: RE: Motion in Limine and Objection 
to 4046 Evidence 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Fred M. Gibler 
04/25/2014 02:00 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
04/29/2014 09:00 AM) 2 Days 
2nd Amended Notice of Hearing 
Order Denying Motion to Reconsider 
Second Notice Of Filing Plaintiffs Proposed 
Audio Trial Exhibit (Redacted) 
Subpoena Return/found - JSH 
Subpoena Return/found - CES 
Subpoena Return/found - NAM 
Subpoena Return/found-LAM 
Defendant's Supplemental Requested Jury 
Instructions 
Subpoena Return/found-DAD 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
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Date: 12/2/2014 
Time: 09:02 AM 
Page 6 of 7 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Jesse Jay Weeks 
Date Code User Judge 
4/25/2014 DCHH HAMILTON Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Fred M. Gibler 
scheduled on 04/25/2014 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SUBF KIPP Subpoena Return/found-DK Fred M. Gibler 
4/29/2014 JTST HAMILTON Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Fred M. Gibler 
on 04/29/2014 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 2 
Days 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
4/30/2014 MISC HAMILTON Jury Instructions Given Fred M. Gibler 
VERD HAMILTON Verdict--Guilty Burglary Fred M. Gibler 
PSI01 HAMILTON Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Fred M. Gibler 
Sentencing Date 
5/2/2014 HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/14/2014 Fred M. Gibler 
10:30 AM) 
7/14/2014 DCHH HAMILTON Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Fred M. Gibler 
07/14/201410:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
PROB MORGAN Probation Ordered (118-1401 Burglary) Probation Fred M. Gibler 
term: 2 years. (Supervised) 
PLEA MORGAN A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-1401 Fred M. Gibler 
Burglary) 
WHJD MORGAN Withheld Judgment Entered (118-1401 Burglary) Fred M. Gibler 
SNPF MORGAN Sentenced To Pay Fine Fred M. Gibler 
STAT MORGAN Case status changed: closed pending clerk Fred M. Gibler 
action 
SNIC MORGAN Sentenced To Incarceration (118-1401 Burglary) Fred M. Gibler 
Confinement terms: Discretionary: 90 days. 
OSEX MORGAN Order Suspending Execution Of Judgment And Fred M. Gibler 
Sentence And Notice Of Right To Appeal 
7/23/2014 APSC MCCANDLESS Appealed To The Supreme Court Fred M. Gibler 
MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion to Withdraw and for Appointment of Court Fred M. Gibler 
Appointed Counsel, Notice of Hearing 
7/25/2014 FILE MCCANDLESS New File Created 2 PSI Fred M. Gibler 
PSIR MCCANDLESS Presentence Investigation Report Fred M. Gibler 
Document sealed 
8/6/2014 STIP MCCANDLESS Stipulated Memorandum of Restitution Fred M. Gibler 
8/12/2014 OBJT HODGE Objection to Clerk's Certificate of Appeal Fred M. Gibler 
MISC HODGE Declaration Under the Penalty of Perjury of Fred M. Gibler 
Service 
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Date: 12/2/2014 
• Time: 09:02 AM 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0012530 Current Judge: Fred M. Gibler 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay 
User: MCCANDLESS 



























District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Defendant: Weeks, Jesse Jay Order Appointing 
Public Defender Public defender Public Defender 
Order Granting Motion to Withdraw and 
Appointing State Appellate Public Defender 
Order Granting Objection to Clerk's Certificate of 
Appeal 
Notice of Defect 
Amended Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Judge 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Fred M. Gibler 
Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Fred M. Gibler 
Notice of Lodging Transcript pg 289 Byrl Fred M. Gibler 
Cinnamon 
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tlAKK Y McHUUH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
STATE OF IOAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
2013 JUN -7 AH fl: 02 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-FB- /JS 30 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
AGENCY CASE #12C41539 
..::S'A{§)~ A • Y k\i C, If\{, , appeared personally before me, and being first duly sworn 
on oath, complains that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of BURGLARY, a 
Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows: 
That the defendant, JESSE JAY WEEKS, on or about 24th day of December, 2012, in the 
County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did enter into a certain building, to-wit: Edwards Jewelry and 
Loan, with the intent to commit the crime of theft and/or commit the crime of possession of 
oxycodone, all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 10 of 208
provided and against the peace and dignity of the Peopie of the State ofldaho. Said Compiainant 
therefore prays for a Summons to be issued and for proceedings according to law. 
DATED this~ day of __ ;:s-_,,_...,.1!._~-'---""-{j __ , 2013. 
COMPL~T . . /<:----~,· 
,:;_,--·· 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this I day of ~Lv{_, , 2013. 
MAGISTRATE 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
STATE Of IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
2013JUN-7 A"ll:fJIJ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-F13- /J.S 30 
SUMMONS 
AGENCY CASE #12C41539 
THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO THE ABOVE DEFENDANT: 
C/0 FRED LOATS, 2005 IRONWOOD PARKWAY STE 210, CDA, IDAHO 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a Criminal Complaint has been filed against you in the 
District Court of the First Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, 
by the above named Plaintiff, charging you with BURGLARY, a Felony, Idaho Code § 18-1401, and 
you are hereby commanded to appear before a Magistrate of the above entitled court at the Kootenai 
Co~ouse, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho at 9 ; 3 Oo'clock A .m., on the 'J day of 
..._ , 2013, for proceedings in accordance with law upon said complaint. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that unless you do so appear, a warrant shall be issued 
commanding that you be arrested and brought before the nearest available magistrate. 
WI1NESS my hand and the seal of the above entitled Court this +- day of 
D\J.)/\1 ,2013. 
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07/15/2013 10:49 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 P.001/004 
STATE OF !Oft.HO }ss 
COUN1Y OF KOOTENAI 13 
FILED: ·7- I 5 -
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
AT 2: t5 O'CLOCK_Q_ M cu:~s:~lce~. ,~1 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-0831 
Telephone: (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Def end ant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





JESSE J. WEEKS, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-13-12530 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT 
FROM ATTENDING THE PRELIMINARY 
HEARING STATUS CONFERENCE 
Defendant, pursuant to the provisions of MCR 6(b ), hereby moves the Court for an Order 
excusing the De fondant from attending the Preliminary Hearing Stat.us Conference scheduled for the 
18th day of July, 2013, by and for the reason that the Defendant has recently obtained employment 
and cannot take the time off work, and Counsel for the Defendant has a pending Motion to Continue 
the Preliminary Hearing due to a conflict in his schedule. 
DATED this I$ day,of July, 2013. 
No objection: 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT- Page I 
,..,~·4,~ 
FREDERICKG. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
u .. _iJu IL 
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07/15/2013 10:49 Loats Law Office (f AX)208 664 3644 P.002/004 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify tha.t on the~ day of July, 2013, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was sent addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by fax 
~ ,L',dL~ ~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT - Page 2 
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I 07/1512013 10:49 Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Ste 210 
P. 0. Box831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208) 664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.001/004 
ST,~JE OF ID.A.HO } 
GOJN1Y OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 7 - / 5 - 13 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-13-12530 
) 
vs. ) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
) 
JESSE J. WEEKS, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Defendant hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference and Preliminary Hearing scheduled for the 18th and 19t1t days of July, 2013 by and for 
the reason that Counsel for the Defendant has a conflict in his schedule due to two (2) Bonner 
County Pre-Trial Conference's in Stave v. Nicole Larson CR-13-2384and State v. Emily_Sparrow 
CR-13-1800 and therefore requests that the matter be reset for a later date. 
DATED this I). day of July, 2013. 
No objection 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO CONTINUE- Pagel 
(£. ..£-~~-~ 
FREDERICKG. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
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07/15/2013 1 o :49 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 P.002/004 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the '·,.J ~ day of ~ 
the foregoing was mailed, postage-prepaid, addressedto: 
, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax 
fi-1-:-1 ,_ ~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
MOTION TO CONTINUE- Page 2 
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5/2013 1 o :49 Loats Law Office f AX)208 664 3644 P.003/004 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Ste 210 
P. 0. Box 831 




Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
·) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-13-12530 
) 
vs. ) ORDER TO CONTINUE 
) 
JESSE J. WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Based upon the Motion filed herein, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary Hearing Status Conference and 
Preliminary Hearing scheduled for the 18th and 19th days of July, 2013 are continued and shall be 
reset for a later date. 
DATEDthi~dayof /"fv r , 2013. 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER TO CONTINUE- Page 1 
'j 
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7/15/2013 10:49 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the \\pday of July, 2013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was mailed, by regular mail, postage pre-paid, addressed to: 
Frederick G. Loats, Attorney at Law, by fax 664-3644 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax 
ORDER TO CONTINUE- Pagel 
P.004/004 
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07/15/2013 10:49 Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 lronwood Parkway, Ste 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208)667-6424 
Fax.· (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(f AX)208 664 3644 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D1STR1CT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






JESSE J. WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-13-12530 
ORDER TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT 
FROM ATTENDING THE PRELIMINARY 
HEARING STATUS CONFERENCE 
Based upon the motion filed herein, and good cause appearing, 
P.003/004 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant is excused from attending the Preliminary 
Hearing Status Conference scheduled for July 18, 2013. 
DATED this /k W.y of July, 2013. 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER EXCUSING DEFENDANT- Pagel 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 19 of 208
07/15/2013 1 o:so Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the \\.p day of July, 2013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was mailed, by regular mail, postage pre-paid, addressed to: 
Frederick G. Loats, Attorney at Law, by fax 664-3644 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax 
~~<e>"'?'°" 
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BARRY Mcl-HJGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
STATE OF IOAHO l 
§~l!.f!.TY OF KOO~NAI SS 
rtLt.U~3 . 
2013 JUL 16 A 10: 31 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





) MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 




COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and 
pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(l) moves for the disqualification of the Honorable JUDGE HARDEN 
without cause, from further proceedings in the above entitled matter. 
This motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of justice. 
DATEDthis /§dayof Jt:--it-V ,2013. 
~ULM!~ 
ARfRVERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 21 of 208
: j r:· ~; ~ c.; ~ : ~ _..:~~ ~~ 
'.(.-, 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTE 
FILED: ---;r,.-~f-+-L+-'-=--
AT olvl~~~~,.."'..!-
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





) ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
JESSE WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The Court having before it the foregoing motion, now, therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable JUDGE HARDEN be disqualified 
pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(l) from further proceedings in the above entitled matter. 
DATED this .fl_ day of __ M--------' 2013. 
I hereby certify that on the /Q,{-K_day of , 2013, copies of the foregoing 
CERTIFI~T OF SERVICE 
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or~imile or inter office mail to: 
__ v" __ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-1833 
__ /_ Defense Counsel Kootenai Colllty Public Def~nder FAX 208- 446-1701 
V Defense Counsel FAX loa..:h ({)(ot//?J(f) C/ 4 
~~-
Defendant --- -------------
--- Kootenai County Sheriffs Department FAX 208-446-1407 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: WQ,,Jk;._/1.J..:J--uJL 
Deputy Clerk 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 22 of 208
07/26/2013 11 :4 s Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Suite 210 
P. 0. Box831 
.... . .. .. ... . ... .. ..CP~Mr:. .. 4-'4.l.~_nJJ.,..!P... . ~}~ l§-:P83.} . . 
Telephone: (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.001/004 
' -
WU JUL 26 AH th 42 
~~l~-------
~ 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-13-12530 
) 
vs. ) MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT 
} FROM ATTENDING THE PRE-TRIAL 
JESSE J. WEEKS, ) CONFERENCE 
Defendant. ) 
Defendant, hereby moves the Court for an Order excusing the Defendant from attending the 
Preliminary Hearing Status Conference scheduled for the gtb day of August, 2013, by and for the 
reasons that the Defendant recently obtained full time employment and cannot take the time off, the 
Defendant will be present for the Preliminary hearing and Counsel for the Defendant has full 
authority to compromise and settle the case. 
DATED this~" day of July, 2013. 
No objection: 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT• Page 1 
ti.. .J,,,,'. -< '-• ~ -
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 23 of 208
07/26/2013 11 :45 Loats Law Office (F A:<)208 664 3644 P.002/004 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the%' day of July, 2013, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was sent addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by fax 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT· Page 2 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 24 of 208
I 08102; '013 09 :36 Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Suite 210 
P. 0. Box831 
Coeur d'.Alene, ID 83816-0831 
Telephone: (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.001/002 
STATE OF rDAHO 1 
COUNTY Of" KOOTENAtJSS 
F'f'1..EO: 
2013 AUG -5 AH 10: 28 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-13-12530 
) 
vs. ) MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT 
)" FROM ATTENDING THE PRE-TRlAL 
JESSE J. WEEKS, ) CONFERENCE 
Defendant. ) 
Defendant, hereby moves the Court for an Order excusing the Defendant from attending the 
Preliminary Hearing Status Conference scheduled for the 8th day of August, 2013, by and for the 
reasons that the Defendant recently obtained full time employment and cannot take the time off7 the 
Defendant will be present for the Preliminary hearing and Counsel for the Defendant has full 
authority to compromise and settle the case. 
DATED this 4G, day of July, 2013. 
No qbjection: 
ft, t /k w I S£A e. at- Ice f 11 <t .. J-tJ 
ARTHUR VERBA.REN 
. Kootenai. County Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT- Page 1 
Li.:.,<'-· ~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 25 of 208
08/02. ~013 09:37 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 P.002/002 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the :i, day of July. 2013, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was sent addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by fax 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
MOTION TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT- Page 2 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 26 of 208
07/261201 s 11 :45 Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Ste 210 
P. 0. Box831 
Coeur d'A!~n_e, ID 838!~ 
Telephone: (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.003/004 
STATE OF IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF K08TEffAffSS 
FILED: · 
Zl13AUG-5 AMIB:21 
:li!MifA_ .l"E Y .. . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST 1UDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






JESSE J. WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-13-12530 
ORDER TO EXCUSE DEFENDANT 
FROM ATTENDING THE PRELIMINARY 
HEARING STATUS CONFERENCE 
Based upon the motion filed herein, and good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant is excused from attending the Preliminary 
Hearing Status Conference scheduled for August 8, 2013. 




ORDER EXCUSING DEFENDANT-Page 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 27 of 208
07 /2612013 11 :4 5 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the .5_ day o~, 2013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was mailed, by regular mail, postage pre-pai~. address~d to: 
Frederick G. Loats, Attorney at Law, by fax 664~3644 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax 
ORDER EXCUSING DEFENDANT-Page 3 
P.004/004 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 28 of 208








CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse 20130808 Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference 







Location 111 K-COURTROOM 12' I . 
Note 
Calls case 
Def FTA w/Fred Loats 
Tara Jalali obo state 
Def excused from attending with no objection from the state 
Leave Set 
3 witnesses 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\Magistrate\Criminal\Friedlander\CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse... 8/8/2013 
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JOI £U I .J I I . I .J LUd L~ LdW UHl~I.: 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 · 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
ISB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(t" Al\,).!Ull titi4 Jti44 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
t-'.UOl/005 
------ ST'ATE ·OF IDAHO,--·-.. -----.. -----·---··)-··-----------------·-------· .. ---···-----· .. ·····-· .. · · 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










Case No. CR 2013"0012530 
MOTION TO DISMISS, 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Pursuant to ICR 48(a)(2), Defendant hereby moves the Court for an Order dismissing the 
above entitled action, with prejudice, by and for the reasons set forth in the supporting Brief. 
Counsel intends to call this Motion on for hearing at the time of the Preliminary Hearing, 
presently set for August 9, 2013 at 1:30 p.m. 
Dated this 8 day of August, 2013. 
MOTION TO J>lSMISS, NOTICE OF HEARING 1 
6.. J-;.4 <-~  
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 30 of 208
u1:11 "u 1 .l 1 1 : 1.l Loa1:s Law urr1ce (t AX);!Uil titi4 Jti44 P.002/005 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify tha.t a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this _K__ day ofAugust, 2013. 
~ .i.~ '--~ t.. -4 
Attorney for Defendant 
----·-··- -- --··---·------·------·--------·-------·-------·"···---·-·--·-----·--·-----------·---·---· . -· ... ----- . 
MOTION TO DISMISS, NOTICE OF HEARING 2 
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Ul:11 u1:11 "u 1 .:1 1 1 : 1.:1 Loats Law urnce 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
(t' AX)20B titi4 Jti44 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
P.003/005 
--- ·--···---·-S-TATE ·OF IDAHO,·---·- .. -·----------·-·-··--·-···- )--····---·--·-··· .. ···--·-·--------···--·-·-----·--··-······· ----...... · · 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
This is a re-filing of a Burglary Complaint dismissed by Judge Harden on June 4, 2013 
for insuffi~ient evidence, in Kootenai County Case No. CR 13-8717. The defense requests the 
Court take judicial notice of the Complaint, Response to Discovery, Court Minutes and Order of 
Dismissal in that file, pursuant to IRE 201(d). The state disqualified Judge Harden in this action. 
At the first Preliminary Hearing, Judge Harden heard the testimony of Jam.es Ha, Det. 
Reneau, and Clint Shorzm.an. In summary, Mr. Ha testified that he lives at 3 870 North 
Honeysuckle Drive with the owner Nick Miller, and a Dusty Dershem. Mr. Ha knows Jesse 
Weeks, the· Defendant, as the cousin of Mr. Dershem. Mr. Weeks had been at the residence as a 
visitor, but had never lived there, and the last fune Mr. Ha recalls Mr. Weeks being present at the 
residence was last Summer. 
BR1EF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 32 of 208
08/08/2013 1 1 : 13 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 P.004/005 
Mr. Ha had an "I-Pad 2", which he kept at the residence in the kitchen in a glass cabinet 
or case. He'd had the lpad since October, 2012. He noticed the !pad missing in late December, 
and eventually reported it to the police. 
He recalled seeing Mr. Weeks at the residence visiting his cousin Mr. Dershem during the 
Summer, but had no recollection of Mr. Weeks being at the residence since that time. 
Jared Reneau, a Detective with the Coeur d'Alene Police Department testified that he·· 
interviewed Jesse Weeks on March 11, 2003. Mr. Weeks admitted to stealing the iPad on or 
about December 22, 2012, and told Det. Reneau that the reason he went over to the house was to 
0 OU00-00-NON __ ,,, _____ , ___ ,_,_,,., .. ------·-----··---·N·--.. -·--------------· .. ·-·-· .. ----------.. ----·····---.. ---·-----· ou-,o O 00 ,uoOOOO 
pick up a bag of clothes that belonged to him. After entering the home and getting his bag of 
clothes, Mr. Weeks told Det. Reneau that he [Weeks] got a glass of water in the kitchen and then 
saw the I-Pad in the ldtchen cabinet and then took it. A few days later Mr. Weeks went to the 
residence with the intention of returning the iPad, but when he saw that the occupants were home 
he then went to Edwards Jewelry and Loan, a pawn shop. Mr. Weeks has been charged with 
burglary of the residence, pending in Case No. CR 13-5128. 
Clint Shorzman testified that on December 24, 2012 Jesse Weeks, with his ·girlfriend, 
entered Edwards Jewelry, his store, and wanted initially to pawn the iPad. After some 
discussions Mr. Weeks sold the iPad to Mr. Shorzman. 
It is the state's theory that Mr. Weeks committed Burglary when he entered Mr. 
Shorzman's store to commit theft, by receiving and disposing of stolen property, the iPad he had 
stolen from Mr. Ha. See, Idaho Code Section 18-2403(4): "[a] person commits theft when he 
knowingly receives, retains, conceals, obtains control over, possesses, or disposes of stolen 
property ... .'1 The other theory set out in the Complaint is that Mr. Weeks committed Burglary 
because he entered Edwards Jewelry "with the intent to commit the crime of ... possession of 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 2 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 33 of 208
08/08/2013 11 :13 Loats Law Office (t AA~Ull titi4 Jti44 I"' .uu:.,uu:, 
oxycodone .... '' 
If the Court hears the same evidence as Judge Harden, the defense will ask for another 
dismissal of this accusation. "[OJne cannot be both the principal thief and the receiver of stolen 
goods." State v. Melick, 129 P.3d 816, 818 (Wash. Ct. App. 2006). "[T]he question is one of 
statutory construction", not Double Jeopardy's prohibition on multiple prosecutions or 
punishments. Milanovich v. United States, 365 U.S. 551, 554 (1961). The legislature, in both 
proscribing the stealing and receiving/disposing of stolen property, addressed separate acts and 
conduct. ''[A] thief [can] not be convicted of stealing from himself." Milanovich v. United 
States, 365 U.S. 551, 552 (1961). In Milanovich, the Defendant was charged and convicted of 
stealing government property, and then of disposing that property. The Court reversed the 
conviction based upon the above principles. The same principles of statutory construction apply 
here, and the Motion to Dismiss, based upon the theory that Mr. Weeks entered Edwards Jewelry 
to commit theft by disposing of the same property he had previously stolen, should be granted. 
Dated this S day of August, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ .. L~ 4. f.-::1 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
· I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this _i_ day ofAugust, 2013. · 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 3 
~ ,l, :dL~ Ld 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM4 c ' 19/2013 Page 1 of2 
Description C?R. 20J~.-~2530 Weeks, Jesse 20130809 Pr~lima~earx,g r 17 _ ,J 
Judge Watson ~ OiJ\ ~ 'rl{' tC!lev 
Clerk Taylor Luckey . J i.-
Date 8/9/LU I.) II ~= :ation 111 K-COURTROOM~ !1 
Time s~[ Note 
02:48:30 PM Calls Case 
J Def present out of custody, Mr. Loats present 
Mr. Verharen present obo state 
02:48:55 PM IDA II Waive complaint reading I 
02:49:15 PM PA Calls Clint Shoreman 
I 02:49:19 PM I Clerk Swears in witness 
I 02:49:39 PM IPA DX 
02:49:42 PM Clinton Shorzman; Runs Edwards Jewelry and Loan on Seltice in 
Post Falls in Kootenai County. I loan on items and buy personal 
things from people. There is only one front door. It's about ten feet 
from where we do transactions. I know Jesse Weeks, he is wearing 
Wit#1 a white shirt and a brown tie. 
Recognizes PL 1 Exhibit. It's a pawn ticket, a receipt. I conducted 
the transaction with Jesse Weeks. It was a buy ticket, not a pawn. 
We Negotiated a price for an iPad. I took his ID unless he's already 
on file. I generated this ticket, ex 1. 
02:52:00 PM Jesse Weeks entered my pawn shop with an iPad. At first he 
wanted a loan on it. I noticed there was a cracked screen. That I 
would rather buy that. We negotiated a price. We agreed on that. I 
took the iPad and put the serial number on the first line of the 
ticket. Printed it out for him to sign. I paid $185 and I gave him a 
month's interested on the speakers he had on loan from a previous 
loan. 
02:53:28 PM I sold the iPad about a month later. Exhibit 1 is the original 
02:53:46 PM PA Admit Ex1 
02:53:51 PM IDA I No Objection 
02:53:58 PM PA ex 
02:54:03 PM Wit#1 Initially he wanted to barrow money on it. I actually purchased it because the cracked screen 
02:54: PA ctive Reneau 
02:55:12 Clerk Swears in witness; PA DX 
02:55:15 PM Jared Renau; March 11 2013 I had a conversation with Jesse at 
Wit#2 the police department. He's wearing a white shirt and tie. We 
talked about a report for an iPad that was reported as stolen. I 
mirandarized him before we talked, then he agreed to talk. I asked 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\Magistrate\Criminal\Watson\CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse 201..'. 8/9/2013 
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02:58:16 PM DA 
02:58:22 PM PA 
02:58:27 PM DA 
02:58:33 PM PA 
02:59:38 PM DA 





03:14:03 PM End 
him about the iPad he had pawned. He told me he purchased it 
from Tony Lewis. 
Obj, hearsay 
c _ ... _in 
He admitted to me that he stole the iPad. He said he had gone to a 
residence that was rented by James Haw. He picked up some 
clothes and grabbed the iPad. 
n:.,,.:--;""'..:, to Ex1, recognizes the pawn slip. 
He told me he sold the iPad to pawn and sell to buy drugs. Mr. 




j No witnesses 
I Closing Argument 
Requests Dismissal; Filed previous motion; Closing Argument; 
Asks for Dismissal on alternate theory 
I Gives Rebuttal 
Didn't give evidence of the alternate theory, but shouldn't strike the 
alternate theory. 
Agree with not having any sufficient evidence theory of possession 
of oxycodone. 
As for the Motion to Dismiss, I understand the concept of some of 
the overlap there. 
Reviews previous cases presented by DA 
Reiterates witness's testimony 
Count 1 - Bound Over; Assigned to Judge Gibler 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
JESSE JAY WEEKS 
  
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO, COUN 
324 W. GA\' . -"!,A VENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D' ALEJ'\> -"-
FELONY CASE# CR-2013-0012530 ORDER 
___ .m. 
J:><tHOLDING 
[ J DISMISSING CHARGE(S 
CHARGE(S): COUNT 1 - BURGLARY - 118-1401 
Amended to:-----------------------------------
[ ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
t><I Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. I) 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of$ 011, • and is 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
ORDERED that not later than 14 days after the date of this order, Defendant shall~e~n!!lte,.r...WQHtte-:!, 
written plea which states: the Defen an s ducation and literacy levels; Defendant' · ia and counsel and 
any waiver of such rights; the offense or offenses of which De en a er with the minimum and maximum 
sentence for each charge; and Defendant's plea to each s rmated time necessary or , fondant's current 
custody status; and Defendant's c rca residence address, mailing address and telephone number. A co the 
Defendant's writte a be delivered to the assigned judge's resident chambers. Failure to timely file a written plea shall 
be a b · revoke bond or release, and issue a bench warrant. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE 
ENTERED this _j_ day of 
Copies sent L _g_/ J3 as follows: 
ViProsecuto, T( ~fenseAttome, ~L 
D<{ Assigned Distri dge: [ ]interoffice delivery faxed -+--'-"-'-='A:. 
Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case 
[ ] TCA Office at fax 446-1224 
] Jail (if in custody at fax 446-1407) 
] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) 
Rev 3/12 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
STATE OF lnAun , 
~P&irrofifOOTEHA,ISS 
. l • 
20,j)jtJg f 2 PH 3: f 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 





Case No. CR-F13-12530 
INFORMATION 
BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, 
who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse JESSE JAY WEEKS of the 
crime(s) of BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows: 
That the defendant, JESSE JAY WEEKS, on or about 24th day of December, 2012, in the 
County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did enter into a certain building, to-wit: Edwards Jewelry and 
Loan, with the intent to commit the crime of theft and/or commit the crime of possession of 
INFORMATION: Page 1 
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oxycodone, ali of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 




FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the~day of ~, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing and the Order Holding was caused o be mai to: 
FRED LOATS, FAXED 
INFORMATION: Page 2 




501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
. \ 5 \ 
STATE OF IOAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
F'!LEO: 
2013 AUG I It AH 10: 28 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. F13-5128 




JESSE J. WEEKS, ) MOTION FOR JOINDER 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW, ARTHUR VERHAREN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho and, pursuant to I.C.R. 8 and I.C.R. 13, hereby moves the above entitled Court for an order 
joining the above matters for purposes of the Jury Trial. The State moves for this Joinder based on_. 
the fact that all the cases involve the same evidence and witnesses and in the interest of judicial 
economy it would be more efficient for the matters to be joined for the Jury Trial. 
DATED this ) ) day of ik i-vtA ~ r ,.2013. 
~~~ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR JO IND ER: Page 1 of 2 
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Prosecutor's Certificate of 
I hereby certify that on the f ~ day of_-=-.,,._____~---<-' 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was caused to be m~: 
FRED LOATS, FAXED 
MOTION FOR JO IND ER: Page 2 of 2 
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!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-F13-12S30 
) 
vs. ) MOTION FOR PREPARATION 
) OF TRANSCRJPT(S) 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Defendant hereby moves the Court for an Order directing the Clerk of the Court to prepare 
the transcript of the Preliminary Hearing that occurred on or about the 91h day of August, 2013 
before the Honorable Barry Watson, by and for the reason that the transcripts are necessary for the 
defense. 
The estimated fee for the costs of the transcripts will be paid when received. 
DATED this rt day of August, 2013. , 
t~ 
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Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendant, pursuant to the provisions of Rule 12(b)(l), ICR, and Idaho Code Sections 
19-81S and 815A, hereby moves the Court for an Order dismissing the Information by and for 
the reason that the state failed to educe sufficient evidence at the Preliminary Hearing to establish 
probable cause that the .offense charged was committed. 
This Motion is supported by the accompanying Brief. A transcript of the Preliminary 
Hearing has been ordered but not yet prepared. 
. Dated this 1.0 day of August, 2013. 
fi-L_:.;f' . ~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
This Statement of the Facts is given to provide context for the argument that this case 
should be dismissed, and is not intended as a stipulation to the facts or evidence presented at the 
Preliminary Hearing, which will have to await filing of the transcript. This Brief may be 
supplemented at that time. 
At the Preliminary Hearing the state called two witnesses, Det. Reneau and Clint 
Schorzman. Mr. Schorzman is the owner of Edwards Jewelry and Loan, and testified that on 
December 24, 2012 Jesse Weeks, who he knew from prior contacts, came into his store to pawn 
an Ipad 2. Mr. Schorzman de~ribed a pawn as a loan transaction, wherein he loans the customer 
money, takes possession of the item, and if the loan is repaid within the prescribed time frame 
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the item is returned. If not repaid, he keeps the property. 
Mr. Schorzman testified the Ipad had a cracked screen, and after examining it he brought 
up the idea of purchasing it from Mr. Weeks, rather that a pawn. Mr. Weeks eventually agreed 
and sold the Ipad to Mr. Schorzman for $185.00 plus some consideration on another outstanding 
loan Mr. Weeks had with Mr. Shorzman. Mr. Schorzman later sold the Ipad. 
Jared Reneau, a Detective with the Coeur d'Alene Police Department testified that he 
interviewed Jesse Weeks on March 11, 2003. Mr. Weeks admitted to stealing the iPad in 
question from a residence on Honeysuckle in Coeur d'Alene on or about December 22, 2012. 
Mr. Weeks has been charged with Burglary as a result of the incident, pending in Kootenai 
County Case No. CR 13-5128. 
In his admission, Mr. Weeks told Det. Reneau that the reason he went over to the house 
was to pick up a bag of clothes that belonged to him. After entering the home and retrieving his 
clothes, Mr. Weeks told Det. Reneau that he [Weeks] got a glass of water in the kitchen and then 
saw the I-Pad in the kitchen cabinet and then took it. A day of two later Mr. Weeks went to the 
residence with the intention of returning the iPad, but when he saw that the occupants were home 
he went to Edwards Jewelry and Loan, a pawn shop. 
The Complaint alleges two theories by which Mr. Weeks committed Burglary. This first 
is that Mr. Weeks entered Mr. Shorzman's store to commit theft, by disposing of stolen property, 
the iPad he had stolen from the home on Honeysuckle. Idaho Code Section 18-2403( 4) states 
"[a] person commits theft when he knowingly receives, retains, conceals, obtains control over, 
possesses, or disposes of stolen property .... " 
The other theory set out in the Complaint is that Mr. Weeks committed Burglary because 
he entered Edwards Jewelry "with the intent to commit the crime of...possession of 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
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oxycodone .... " This is based upon a statement made by Mr. Weeks in the course of his interview 
with Det. Reneau that he pawned/sold the !pad get money "to buy drugs." 
Argument: 
J. No evidence was submitted at the Preliminary Hearing to support the ''possession of 
oxycodone" Burglary theory: 
No evidence was submitted to establish by a probable cause standard that Mr. Weeks 
entered into Edwards Jewelry and Loan on December 24, 2012 to commit the felony of 
possession of oxycodone. The intent element of Burglary requires the felony be limited to the 
space invaded, and beyond that, the intent to use the money to ''buy drugs" is too remote and 
speculative to support the Burglary accusation. In addition, as noted by Judge Watson at the 
Preliminary Hearing, "drugs" could include misdemeanor quantities of marijuana or Schedule IV 
of V substances that are not felonies. That portion of the Information should be dismissed. 
2. The state /ailed to estabUsh that entry was done with the intent to commit theft: 
"[O]ne cannot be both the principal thief and the receiver of stolen goods." State v. 
Melick, 129 P.3d 816, 818 (Wash. Ct. App. 2006). "[T]he question is one of statutory 
construction", not Double Jeopardy's prohibition on multiple prosecutions or punishments. 
Kdanovich v. United States, 365 U.S. 551, 554 (1961). The legislature, in both proscribing the 
stealing and receiving/disposing of stolen property, addressed separate acts and conduct. "[A] 
thief [can] not be convicted of stealing from himself." Milanovich v. United States, 365 U.S. 
551, 552 (1961). 
This rule is embodied in Idaho law. The applicable jury instruction is ICJI 547 (see 
attached), which states, in pertinent part, and tailored for the facts of this case, that 
"In order for the Defendant to be guilty of Theft by Possession of Stolen Property, the 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
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state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about December 24, 2012 
2. in the state ofldaho 
3. the defendant Jesse Weeks knowingly disposed ofan !pad 
4. either knowing the property was stolen by another or under such circumstances as 
would reasonably induce the defendant to believe the property was stolen, 
5. such property was in fact stolen, and 
6. any of the following occurred: 
(a) the defendant had the intent to deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit of 
the property, or 
(b) the defendant knowingly, used, concealed or abandoned the property in such manner 
as to deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit of the property, or 
( c) the defendant used, concealed or abandoned the property knowing that such use, 
concealment or abandonment would have probably deprived the owner pennanently of the use or 
benefit of the property." [Emphasis added]. 
It is a predicate for theft by "disposing" of stolen property that the property be stolen "by 
another" just as it is a predicate for theft by "possession of stolen property." See Mdanovich, 
supra. Mr. Weeks did not, therefore, enter Edwards Jewelry and Loan on December 24, 2012 
with the intent to commit theft by pawning or selJing stolen property, as the evidence established 
that he was the one that stole the lpad. 
3. A ''pawn,, does not establlsh an intent to permanently deprive the owner of the 
property: 
Mr. Schorzman testified that Mr. Weeks initially wanted to pawn the lpad, and it was Mr. 
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Schorzman's that brought up the idea of a sale. 
Pawn as a noun is defined as "1. An item of personal property deposited as security for a 
debt: a pledge or guarantee. 2. The act of depositing personal property in this manner. 3. The 
condition of being held on deposit as a pledge." Black's Law Dictionary, Th ed., p. 1149 (West 
1999). 
"Disposed of' or "to dispose" only appears as a means of defining other terms in the theft 
statute. For example, "[t)o 'appropriate' property ... means ... [t]o dispose of the property .... " Idaho 
Code Section 18-2402(1)(b). Counsel could not find a definition for the word in Black's. The 
dictionary, in relevant part, defines the wotd as follows: "dispose * * * phrasal verb: dispose of 
2. To transfer or part with, as by giving or selling." Ameritan Heritage Dictionary, 41h eel., p. 
522. 
Thus, a pawn is distinguishable from a sale, and does not constitute "disposing of" 
property in the sense of "permanently depriving" the owner of that property. If the loan is paid, 
the item is reclaimed. The evidence from Mr. Schorzman is Mr. Weeks entered the store with the 
intent to pawn, not sell, the Ipad. The requisite intent to "dispose" of the lpad was therefore 
absent, and Burglary was not proved. 
Conclusion: 
No evidence was presented that Mr. Weeks entered Edwards Jewelry and Loan with the 
intent to possess oxycodone. He entered the store with the intent to pawn the lpad, the same lpad 
which he admitted tal<lng from the residence on Honeysuckle a few days earlier. Since, as a 
matter of common law and statutory construction, the thief can not also "possess or dispose" of 
property he has stolen, Mr. Weeks can not have entered the pawn shop with the intent to commit 
theft. In addition, a pawn does not meet the requirement that an item be "disposed of" under 
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Idaho Code Section 18-2403(4). The Motion to Dismiss should therefore be granted. 
Dated this 2.0day of August, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS t$ 
Ti.. f.:.d '-~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS . 
Attorney for Defendant 
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01 :43:40 PM Judge Gibler Pre Trial Conference Hearing, Defendant is present, not 
in custody 
I 02:13:44 PM II Fred Loats I Request to continue. State filed a motion for joinder. I will _ .. _ not oppose the motion 
02:14:26 PM I He will waive speedy trial 
02:14:37 PM ur Verharen No objection to continue 
========::========================!! 
02:15:09 PM Judge Gibler I will order joinder 2013-5128 with 2013-12530 
02:15:16 PM Fred Loats Enter not guilty in 2013-12530 and order joined with 2013-
5128 
. 5:54 PM Defendant 
02:15:o9 PM Judge Gibler 
02:16:25 PM end 
!waive speedy trial, understand rights 
Continue the trial next week. Reset for trial and cases are 
joined 
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501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
STATE OF IOAHO ) 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR-F13-12530 
) 




JESSE J. WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The Plaintiff may call the following witnesses at trial, although not necessarily in the 
same order as listed. 
1. Jared Reneau, CDAPD, 769-2320 
2. David Kelley, CDAPD, 769-2320 
3. James Ha, 3870 N Honeysuckle Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
4. Clinton Schorzman, Edwards Jewelry and Loan 
5. Dustin Dershem, 3870 N Honeysuckle Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
6. Nicholas Miller, 3870 N Honeysuckle Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
7. Logan Mesenbrink., 4528 E Lancaster Road, Hayden, Idaho 
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The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as it becomes available. 
DATEDthis ?!; dayof ~fµ,'4 ,2013. 
~JcMch-
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Prosecutor's Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify 1hat on 1he <-'J '} day of .~44~013, a true copy of 1he 
foregoing was caused to be mailed / faxed to 
FRED LOATS 
FAXED 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Atlorne)' at Law 
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Attorney for Defendant 
. ... .. . . ··.· 
f~ 6643644 P .003/004 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE -
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
·case No. · CR-FB-12530 Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
) OF T~SCRJPT(S) 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Based upon the foregoing Motion, good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall prepare a typewritten 
transcript of the Preliminary Hearing that occuned on or about the 9th day of August, 2013, 
before the Honorable Barry Watson, upon payment of said transcript. 
~ 
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CLERK'S CER~TE ~OF JBRVICE 
I heteby certify that on the 5' day of ~013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was mailed, postage pre-paid, addressed to: 
Frederick O. Loats 
Attorney at Law 
P.O.Box831 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. F13-5128 




JESSE J. WEEKS, ) ORDER FOR JOINDER 
) 
Defendants. ) 
The Court having before it the State's motion for joinder, and good cause appearing, now, 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matters be, and the same hereby are, joined for 
purposes of jury trial. 
ENTERED this4day of ~ , 2013. 
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CERT~TE OJS SJ9RVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 5__ day of:.X . D:llU.--. 20}3. copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent Cy facsimile or inter office mail to: 
----1L_.:../I>eputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-44~1833 
__ J)efense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208- 446-1701 
__ il/'_n Defense Counsel FAX E Lf>e<f'S I efoLf/3i~c/ll 
___ Defendant'-----~------~---~ 
___ Kootenai County Sheriff's Department FAX 208-446-1407 
___ ldahoProbation&Parole FAX208-769-1481 
___ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team FAX 208-658-2186 
___ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
___ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
___ Auditor Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
___ Kootenai County Law Library/f ranscription FAX 208-446-1187 
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Kootenai County Prosecutor 
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CASE NUMBER CRF 13-12530 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecutor, 
and hereby submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss. 
ARGUMENT 
Mr. Weeks first seeks to dismiss that portion of the Information that alleges burglary on an 
oxycodone possession theory. Based upon that objection the state has filed an Amended 
Information that eliminates the offending language and, as such, this particular issue should be 
moot. 
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Secondly, Mr. Weeks argues that the state failed to prove the element of intent to commit theft 
upon entry, which is of course, necessary to a burglary charge. In Idaho, the elements of burglary 
are: 
1. On or about [date] 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant [name] entered [place entered], [and] 
4. at the time entry was made, the defendant had the specific intent to commit [theft] 
[name of other felony]. 
ICJI 511 BURGLARY 
In terms of theft, one may utilize various methods to accomplish the offense. LC. 18-2403. 
For purposes of our case, "[a] person commits theft when he knowingly receives, retains, 
conceals, obtains control over, possesses, or disposes of stolen property, knowing the property to 
have been stolen ... " LC. 18-2403(4) (emphasis added). 
At preliminary hearing in the matter, the evidence established that on December 24, 2012, 
Mr. Weeks walked into a pawn shop with a stolen ipad. P.H. Tr. p. 4. He knew it was stolen 
property because he stole the ipad. P.H. Tr. p. 10. He then pawned the item. P.H. Tr. p. 5. 
Mr. Week's, relying on Milanovich v. US., argues that he did not have the "intent to commit 
theft by pawning or selling stolen property, as the evidence established that he was the one that 
stole the ipad." Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss, p. 4. However, the cited 
case has a narrow holding: "We hold, based upon what has been said as to the scope of the 
applicable statute, that the trial judge erred in not charging that the jury could convict of either 
larceny or receiving, but not of both." Milanovich v. US., 365 U.S. 551, 556 (1961). Mr. Weeks 
is not charged with theft, either taking or receiving, he is charged with burglary. Simply because 
he stole the item he later pawned does not in some nebulous manner implicate Milanovich v. US. 
Mr. Weeks asserts that in a theft by possession of stolen property case, the state must prove that 
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the property was stolen by another person. Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss, 
p. 4. That may well be the case but the allegation before this Court is not theft, it is burglary and 
there has been no authority advanced that would convert the specific, tailored finding of the 
Supreme Court in Milanovich to be applicable in our factual scenario. 
Mr. Weeks final argument is that "[a] 'pawn' does not establish an intent to permanently 
deprive the owner of the property." Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss, p. 4. 
However, the issue of whether intent to permanently deprive can be proven in the context of a 
theft and subsequent pawn appears to be one based upon the individual circumstances of a case: 
When the accused has taken property to pawn and raise money, the question arises 
whether his intent was to permanently deprive the owner of it-that is to steal it-or 
whether the intent was to raise money on it for a time and then return it, for if the 
thing is taken to be used only temporarily, there may be an absence of intent to 
deprive the owner of his ownership. The intent of the taker is a question of fact to 
be decided by the trier of fact. 
Putinski v. State, 223 Md. 1, 3 161 A.2d 117, 119 (Md. 1960). 
See also Champion v. State, 908 P .2d 454, 464 (Alaska App., 1995): "Champion's Intent to 
Pawn the Weapons was a Sufficient Culpable Mental State to Support his Convictions for Theft 
and Burglary;" Vargas v. State, 818 S.W.2d 875,878 (Tex.App.-Hous. [14 Dist.],1991): "The 
evidence shows that Doreck pawned the jewelry to appellant and, therefore, Doreck was entitled 
to redeem the property in sixty days. Appellant argues that the evidence is insufficient to prove 
her intent to deprive because the proof only shows an intent to temporarily withhold the property 
until the loan was paid. We disagree;" In Interest of J L. P., 600 S.W.2d 47, 50 (Mo. App. E.D. 
1980): Denial of an appeal issue where the defense argued "that the pawning of the items and the 
retention of the pawn ticket showed a lack of an intent to permanently deprive his adoptive father 
of the stereo." 
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The issue before this Court is whether there was sufficient evidence adduced at the 
preliminary hearing to support a finding of probable cause that the defendant had the intent to 
commit the crime of theft upon entry into the pawn shop. It is common knowledge that pawn 
shops buy and sell property. It may certainly be inferred that when a person walks into a pawn 
shop with an item that they mean to sell or dispose of that item to the pawn shop. Therefore, in 
this case it was reasonable for the magistrate to draw the inference that when Mr. Weeks entered 
the pawn store with the stolen ipad he had the intent to dispose of that item, which under I.C. 18-
2403(4), is theft. 
CONCLUSION 
For the aforementioned reasons, the state respectfully requests that the Defendant's 
Motion to Dismiss be denied. 
DATED this 
---'---- day of November, 2013.d-0? V (!-A~ 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
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Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
The facts are not in dispute, and establish that Mr. Weeks had stolen an iPad a few days 
before entering Edwards Jewelry on December 24, 2012, and entered the store with the intent to 
pawn the iPaid, not sell it. The issue presented in the Motion to Dismiss is whether these facts 
establish that Mr. Weeks entered the store with the intent to commit theft. 
rcn 547 sets forth the elements of the offense of receiving/disposing of stolen property, 
and clearly requires that the state prove that the property ''was stolen by another." The evidence 
at the Preliminary Hearing established that the property in question, an iPad, was not stolen "by 
another", but in fact was stolen by Mr. Weeks. The state therefore failed to prove that Mr. Weeks 
entered the store with the intent to commit theft "by disposing" of property stolen by another, 
and the charge should be dismissed. 
REPLYBRJEFINSUPPORTOF 
MOTION TO DISMISS l 
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With regards to the other issue raised in the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and Brief 
filed in support of that Motion, i.e. whether an intent to pawn an item, as oppose to sell it, meets 
the requisite intent to permanently deprive the owner of the property required under the Theft 
statute, counsel reiterates the argument and authority initially presented on that point. 
Dated this K_ day of November, 2013. 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this ( day of November, 2013. 
REPLYBRIEFJNSUPPORTOF 
MOTIONTODISMISS 2 
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Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Par~ay-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box831 
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Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
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Attorney for Defendant 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
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Case No. CR-2013-5128/2013-12530 
DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTION 
Pursuant to ICR 30(b), Defendant submits the following proposed requested Jury 
Instruction, applicable to Case No. CR 2013-512&. 
Dated this , i. day of November, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the· C1- day of November, 2013 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing.was served uponArt Verharen, Deputy Prosecutor, by fax to 446-1833. 
DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTION l 
It ~L~ ,. ~ 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Defendant's Requested 
Instruction No. 8 
(f AX)208 664 3644 P.002/003 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of Theft by Disposing of Stolen Property, 
the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or ~bout December 24, 2012 
· 2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Jesse Jay Weeks knowingly disposed of an iPad 2 
4. knowing the property was stolen by another 
S. such property was in fact stolen, and 
6. any of the following occw-red: 
(a) the defendant had the intent to deprive the owner permanently of the use or 
benefit of the property, or 
(b) the defendant knowingly used, concealed or abandoned the property in such 
manner as to deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit of the property, or 
( c) the defendant used, concealed, or abandoned the property knowing that such 
use, concealment, or abandonment would have probably deprived the owner 
permanently of the use or benefit of the property. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fmd 
the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must :find the defendant guilty. 
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!" 
Property is stolen when a person vvrong:fill!y !t:1lces, obfains or withholds it from 
the owner with the intent to deprive the owner of the property or to appropriate it to any 
person other than the owner. 
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Lo; of lK-COURTROOMlLI .. ., 11/12/2013 Page 1 of2 
Description CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jessie 20131112 Motion to Dismiss 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
Time Speaker Note 
02:39:28 PM Judge Gibler Motion to Dismiss Hearing, Defendant is present, not in 
custody 
02:57:49 PM Briefs were set out very clearly. Charge is burglary. The theft 
Fred Loats was disposing of stolen property. lpad II. He admitted to 
stealing the IPAD. Jury Instruction Paragraph IV ID547 






Mr. Weeks clearly knew it was stolen 
Distinction here in terms of the case law and our case the 
Supreme Court case 
Intent is in front of this court. No doubt he did have intent to 
commit theft. He walked into building with the IPAD. Theft and 
Burglary--Distinction 
r. Verharen about the amended information 
I don't think the state can get around the jury instruction. State 
has to prove the property was stolen from another 
Burglary must be entered with the intent 
State can not prove Mr. Weeks had the intent. He is the one 
that stole the property. 
03:04:16 PM Mr. Weeks went into pawn and Mr. Shorzeman had idea of 
selling 
03:04:55 PM Judge Gibler When did you file reply brief 
03:05: 10 PM Mr. Loats I faxed reply brief yesterday, actually November 8th 
03:05:40 PM Judge Gibler I don't have it. 
03:06: 17 PM Mr. Loats 





My brief relied mostly on the jury instruction 
Not charged with theft. Jury has to decide intent to commit 
threat when he walked into the building 
Victim with stolen !PAD, Mr. Hau. Mr. Shorzeman would have 
been victim. 
State not required to prove each and every element of 
possession of stolen property when you have burglary charge 
I take under advisement--pre t · I is this Frid y 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\District\Criminal\Gibler\CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jessie 2013 ... 
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1:20 PM lend 
II We have already waived speedy trial 
i 11 you need the time 
Vacate this pre trial and trial and reschedule them, also 2013-
5128 vacate, they are joined for trial 
II I will get decision to you 
I 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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BARRY McHlJGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 





Case No. CR-FI3-12530 
AMENDED INFORMATION 
BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County ofKootenai, State ofldaho, 
/ who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse JESSE JAY WEEKS of the 
crime(s) of BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, JESSE JAY WEEKS, on or about the 24th day ofDecember, 2012, in the 
County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did enter into a certain building, to-wit: Edwards Jewelry and 
Loan, with the intent to commit the crime of theft by disposing of stolen property, all of which is 
AMENDED INFORMATION: Page 1 
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contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the 
peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. 
DATED this 7 day of 0~ , 2013. 
BARRY McHUGH 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 




Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 2-day of __ o~c:r ____ , 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was caused to be mailed to:. 11 / ~ 
FREDLOATS,FAXED ~~
7 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, I 
I 
Plaintiff, I CASE NO. CRF-2013-12530 
I 
vs. I 
I OPINION AND ORDER DENYING 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, I MOTION TO DISMISS 
I 
Defendant. I _____________ ! 
Defendant Jesse Weeks is charged with burglary. He moves to dismiss. 
FACTS 
At preliminary hearing, evidence was presented that defendant stole an 
iPad. Thereafter, defendant took the iPad to a pawn shop, asking for a loan. 
Because the iPad's screen was cracked, pawn shop owner Edward Schorzman 
told defendant that he was willing to purchase it, but he was not willing to give 
defendant a loan against it. Defendant then sold the iPad to Schorzman. 
Defendant later told Coeur d'Alene Police Officer Jared Reneau that he pawned 
the iPad to obtain funds to purchase drugs. 
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ANALYSIS 
The state has charged defendant with burglary by entering a pawn shop 
with the intent to commit theft by disposing of stolen property. Defendant argues 
that Idaho Criminal Jury Instruction 547 requires that where a person is accused 
of disposing of stolen property, that property must have been stolen by "another," 
not the accused. In addition, defendant argues that substantial evidence was not 
presented at preliminary hearing that he intended to deprive the owner of the 
property in question permanently. 
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION 
Citing ICJI 547, defendant contends that theft by disposing of stolen 
property may be committed only if that property was stolen by another. ICJI 547 
states in pertinent part: 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of Theft by Possession of 
Stolen Property, the state must prove each of the following: 
3. the defendant [name] knowingly [received] [retained] [concealed] 
[obtained control over] [possessed] [disposed of] [describe 
property], 
4. either knowing the property was stolen by another or under 
such circumstances as would reasonably induce the defendant to 
believe the property was stolen .... 
Comment 
I.C. § 18-2403(4). 
(Emphasis added.) 
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The jury instruction is not controlling. Idaho Code § 18-2403(4) upon 
which ICJI 547 was expressly based does not contain the "by another" language 
cited by defendant. The first paragraph of I.C. § 18-2403(4) states: 
(4) A person commits theft when he knowingly receives, retains, 
conceals, obtains control over, possesses, or disposes of stolen 
property, knowing the property to have been stolen or under such 
circumstances as would reasonably induce him to believe that the 
property was stolen .... 
The "by another" language was deleted from the statute in 2001. 2001 
Idaho Session Laws Ch. 112 (H.B. 244). Since the "by another" language cited 
by defendant has been deleted from the statute, it is unnecessary for the state to 
show that the property was stolen by another. 
In State v. Tapia, 549 P.2d 636 (N.M. App. 1976) the defendant stole a 
television set and then sold it to a secondhand store. The court upheld his 
convictions for larceny and for receiving stolen property by disposing of it. 
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE 
Defendant contends that evidence of "an intent to pawn an item, as 
opposed to sell it," is insufficient to show "the requisite intent to permanently 
deprive the owner of the property" under I.C. § 18-2403(4). The standards 
applicable to the sufficiency of evidence at preliminary hearing are set out in 
State v. Munhall, 118 Idaho 602, 798 P.2d 61 (Ct. App. 1990) as follows: 
At a preliminary hearing, the state must prove that a crime was 
committed and that there is probable cause to believe that the 
defendant committed the alleged crime. The finding of probable 
cause must be based upon substantial evidence upon every 
material element of the offense charged. I.C.R. 5.1(b). This test 
may be satisfied through circumstantial evidence and reasonable 
inferences to be drawn from that evidence by the committing 
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magistrate. A reviewing court will not substitute its judgment for 
that of the magistrate as to the weight of the evidence. 
Id. 118 Idaho at 606, 798 P.2d at 65 (citations omitted). State v. Holcomb, 128 
Idaho 296, 912 P.2d 664 (Ct. App. 1995) states: 
[T]he quantum of evidence necessary to prove guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt at trial [is] a much stricter standard of proof than 
that applicable to preliminary hearings. 
Id. 128 Idaho at 299, 912 P.2d at 667 (citations omitted). I.C. § 18-2402(3) 
states: 
"Deprive." To "deprive" another of property means: 
(a) To withhold it or cause it to be withheld from him permanently or 
for so extended a period or under such circumstances that the 
major portion of its economic value or benefit is lost to him; or 
(b) To dispose of the property in such manner or under such 
circumstances as to render it unlikely that an owner will recover 
such property. 
82 A.L.R.2d 863, Taking, and Pledging or Pawning, Another's Property as 
Larceny (originally published in 1962) states: 
Whether or not the pledging or pawning of another's property, after 
a physical taking of it, affects the status of the taker as guilty of 
larceny . . . depends on the extent to which the act of pledging or 
pawning the property taken negates the intent permanently to 
deprive the owner of his property . . . . The actual pledging or 
pawning seems to be regarded as neutral, the 
important factor being whether the accused intended 
to redeem the property and had the ability to do so. 
(Emphasis added.) 1 
1 In Put/nski v. State, 223 Md. 1, 3-5, 161 A2d 117, 119 (1960}, cited by the state, it was held that the 
fact of the pawning gives rise to a jury question at trial concerning the intent to deprive permanently. 
When the accused has taken property to pawn and raise money, the question arises 
whether his Intent was to permanently deprive the owner of it-that tis to steal it-or 
whether the intent was to raise money on it for a time and then return I~ for if the thing 
is taken to be used only temporarily, there may be an absence of intent to deprive the 
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Citing the definition of "depriven in I.C. § 18-2402(3) the Idaho Court of 
Appeals in State v. Hart, 112 Idaho 759, 761, 735 P.2d 1070, 1072 (Ct. App. 
1987) stated: 
Intent may be established through either direct or circumstantial 
evidence. 
Hart testified that his intent when he took the guns was to pawn 
them only until he received money his mother had sent him. He 
claimed that upon receipt of the money on Tuesday, April 17, he 
had gone to retrieve the guns and return them to the gun cabinet 
but that the police hold had prevented such action. The state, on 
the other hand, offered evidence that the police hold was not 
placed on the property until Wednesday, April 18. Further 
testimony revealed that Hart discovered the police hold on 
Wednesday in a conversation with a police officer. From this 
owner of his ownership. The intent of the taker is a question of fact to be decided by 
the trier of fact The English cases and those in this country have worked out tests of 
the intent in such circumstances. 
"If a man takes another's goods with intent to pawn them, and does so, he is clearly 
guilty of larceny if he does not intend to redeem and return them. And he is guilty 
even if he does intend to redeem and return them, if he does not show ability to do so, 
or at least a fair and reasonable expectation of ability. If he shows such ability or 
expectation, it seems that he is not guilty.a Clark and Marshall [Crimes] Sec. 12.04, p. 
733 (6111 ed.]. 
Perkins [Criminal Law] page 226, says the law is this: 
To take another's chattel by trespass for the purpose of raising 
money by pledging it may constitute larceny even if done with an 
intent to redeem the chattel and restore it to the owner. This is 
because such a transaction may involve great risk of permanent loss 
to the owner. By the pledge the trespasser has placed it beyond his 
power to return the chattel to the owner without first repaying the 
creditor; and he may be unable to do this. The amount of the 
pledge, the financial circumstances of the pledger and the length of 
time contemplated, are entitled to attention. If the amount of the loan 
is not large, the intent is to redeem promptly, and there is no reason 
to doubt the pledger's ability to redeem, the Jury may be warranted in 
finding the absence of any unreasonable risk of permanent loss by 
the owner. But one who has wrongfully taken the chattel of another 
and pledged it, under circumstances which leave his ability to 
redeem it in doub~ or has pledged it for such an amount as to create 
a great temptation for him to leave It where It is, has done so with an 
Intent to steal even if at the moment he thinks he will sometime 
redeem and return it 
See also the cases cited in the annotation and in the state's brief. 
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evidence, the jury could reasonably find that Hart had not returned 
to the pawn shop to retrieve the guns. Combined with the 
remaining evidence adduced at trial, the jury could reasonably 
determine that Hart never intended to voluntarily retrieve the guns. 
We find substantial evidence exists upon which a jury could find 
beyond a reasonable doubt that Hart held the requisite criminal 
intent for grand theft. 
Id. 112 Idaho at 761, 735 P.2d at 1072 (citation omitted). 
The transcript of the preliminary hearing testimony of Edward Schorzman, 
owner of Edward's Jewelry & Loan, states: 
Q. Okay. So, on that particular date did Mister - did you see Mr. 
Weeks enter into your pawn shop? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he have anything with him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he have with him? 
A. An iPad. 
Q. What did he do when he entered your pawn shop with that 
iPad? 
A. Uh, he wanted to get a loan on it at first is what he - but um, I 
noticed that there was a cracked screen on it and I told him that I'd 
rather buy that. That I wouldn't want to loan on it. 
Q. All right. So, then what happened after that took place? 
A. Uh, we negotiated a - a price and uh, come to an agreement on 
that. And uh - and then I took the iPad and put the serial number 
on the - the ticket, which is the very first line. It says "iPad 2" and 
then the serial number. Um, and uh - and then printed it out for 
him to sign. 
Q. So, how much did you pay him for that iPad? 
A. Um, $185. And then I actually gave him a month's worth -- he -
at the time he had some speakers on pawn in my shop and I gave 
him a month's worth of uh, interest. 
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Q. There's some handwriting on Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. Does that 
handwriting pertain to that speaker part of the deal? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. What happened with the iPad that you purchased from 
Mr. Weeks? 
A. Um, well, I mean I - I sold it about a month or so later, was 
what I did. 
Q. Looking at Exhibit 1, does that appear to you to be the original 
of the pawn ticket that was uh, generated-
A. That is the original -
Q. - generated or -
A. - pawn ticket. 
Q. -- sold in this transaction with --
A. Yeah. 
Transcript, at 4-6. Exhibit 1, signed by defendant, states: 
WEEKS, JESSE JAY ... HAS THIS DAY BARGAINED, SOLD 
AND DELIVERED TO Edward's Jewelry & Loan (purchaser) THE 
FOLLOWING PROPERTY: ... IPAD 2 .... 
For value received, I have this day bargained, sold and conveyed, 
and by these presents do bargain, sell and convey unto Edward's 
Jewelry & Loan all my right, title and interest in the above described 
property and I do hereby , that I am the sole and lawful owner of 
said property ... and the proper person to dispose of same. 
x Jesse Weeks 
Signature 1 
BILL OF SALE WITHOUT REDEPTION [sic] OPTION 
At preliminary hearing, Officer Reneau testified concerning a conversation 
he had with defendant. The transcript of that testimony states: 
A. He admitted to me that he - he stole the iPad. 
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Q. Did he indicate to you, specifically, what happened, in terms of 
the theft of the iPad? 
A. Yes. He said that he had gone to a residence that was rented 
by a James Ha (phonetic) uh, to pick up some clothes. And while 
he was there, he saw the iPad and took it. 
Q. In your questioning of Mr. Weeks, did you um, ask him why he 
pawned that iPad at Edward's Loan? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What did he tell you? 
A For some money. 
Q. For some money to what? 
A To buy drugs. 
Transcript, at 10-11. 
While defendant initially characterized the pawning of the stolen iPad as a 
loan, this initial characterization is a neutral factor. It does not automatically 
show that defendant initially intended to return the funds he obtained with interest 
in order to obtain the stolen iPad again and return it to its rightful owner. In State 
v. Hart, supra, defendant Hart's testimony, that his intent to redeem the property 
was prevented by police, did not succeed in light of circumstantial evidence 
contradicting that testimony. There is no such affirmative evidence of an intent to 
redeem here. In addition, the evidence of defendant's intent to purchase illegal 
narcotics with the pawn proceeds could cause a reasonable person to question 
defendant's ability to redeem the iPad after that drug purchase had been 
completed. One could reasonably infer from the evidence presented at 
preliminary hearing that defendant entered the pawn shop intending only to use 
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the iPad to obtain funds for illegal narcotics, and thereby deprive the owner of his 
property permanently. Accordingly, the magistrate's probable cause finding was 
supported by substantial evidence. 
ORDER 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED: defendant's motion to dismiss is denied. 
DATEDthis ~ dayof ~ ,2013. 
1-_J_yY\~ 
FRED M. GIBLER, District Judge 
I hereby~ify a true, and correct copy of the foregoing was sent this 
day of I f'!t411>(,!,/l--:: , 2013, as follows: 
1 
Frederick G. Loats, Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Suite 210 . 
P.O. Box 831 , . ( '20o- 1 _ft:>d- 31.o l-( Lf 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-0831 'FM<?a · 0 w 4 
Arthur Verharen 
Kootenai County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
(Via interoffice mail) 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
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Case No. CR 2013-0005128 & 
CR 2013-0012530 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
ICJI 547, the Jury Instruction setting forth the elements of disposing of stolen property, 
requires proof that the property was stolen "by another.': In its opinion the Court said the "jury 
instruction is not controlling." The Court ruled that since the phrase "by another" had been 
deleted from the statute in a. 2001 amendment, the state was not required to prove the prope1ty 
was stolen "by another." 
The title to H.B. No. 244, the legislation in question (2001 Sess. Laws, ch. 112), states 
that the purpose of the act in "Amending Section 18-2403, Idaho Code, [is to J "to strike 
superfluous language and to make a technical correction ... " The title of an act1 amendment or 
legislation may be "resorted to as an aid to constructi.on.n See, Keenan v. Price, 68 Idaho 423, 
BJJ.1EF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 1 
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439 (1948). The "technical correction" was to change the spelling of "willfully'1 in subsection 
(4)(b). 
The "superfluous language" is the "by another" phrase in 18-2403(4). Superfluous 
means "more than is needed; unnecessary." Compact Oxford English Dictionary, 3d ed., p. 
l 040. (Oxford University Press 2005). Synonyms are "unnecessary, unneeded, redundant, 
uncalled for, unwarranted.:' Oxford Compact Thesaurus, p. 813 (Oxford University Press 2005) 
[emphasis in original]. In order words, the phrase "by another" was considered superfluous as it 
was understood that state was required to prove that the property had been stolen by another. 
The legislation was not intended to make any substantive changes to Section 2403( 4). 
The Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions, and ICJI 54 7, were adopted in 1995, and required 
an an element of the offense and proof by the prosecution that the property was stolen "by 
another." By characterizing the language "by another" as "superfluous", the legislature was 
acknowledging that the law already imposed this requirement, and therefore the phrase was 
unnecessary. The Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions were revised in 2010 (see attached), still 
requiring the "by another" element. If the Committee believed the 2001 Amendment changed 
the law, it certainly would have changed the Instruction. 
Accordingly, the defense requests the Court reconsider its decision and grant the Motion 
to Dismiss in CR 13-12530. 
Dated this lo_ day of December, 2013. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECOivSiDERATlON 2 
~ '-· t----1 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this/() day of December, 2013. 
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~~~~ 
Attorney for Defendant 
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business and the current year's rate, and shall be paid to the director's office by the due dates and in the following amounts: (1) On or before June 15, sixcy per-cent percent (60%); (ii) On or before September 15, cwenty pel"-eent percent (20%); 
and 
(iii) On or before December 15, fifteen per-eent percent (15%), (4) On or before M.arch l, any balance of tax due £or the preceding calendar year shall be paid to the director, (5) The effect of transferring policies of insurance from one insurer to anothel" insurer is to transfer the tax prepayment obligation with respect to the policies. (6) This section shatl not apply as to any domcse±e reciprocal insurer doing exclusively a m,r\.:Jneni~ worker's compensation business and complying with the provisions of the ...-orloiii~n1~ wor~er's compensation la~ of this state and "Writing wor~n~s worker's cornpeneation only for mem-bers under that law, if its representatives or agents or the attorney in fact e~ecuting such contracts are not compeneated on a conrnission basis, (7) This section shatl not apply aa to life insurance policies issued under pension plans or profit-sharing plans exempt or qualified under sections 401(a), 403, 404, 40B; ot 50l(a) of the United Statee tlnternal rRevenue cCode, as hereafter amended or renumbered from time to time, nor-to annuity contracts in general, (8) Ibis section shall not apply to any dome~t~c reciprocal insurer wnich exclusively insures members who are governmental entities, as defined by section 6-902(1), (2) and (3), Idaho Code, (9) The alllOUnt of tax due £or the current year shall be paid in full in the manner and at the times required in this eection without any credit or offset £or refunds or other amounts due or claimed to be due by the insurer, 
Approved March 22, 2001, 
CHAPTER 112 
(H • .B. No, 244) 
AN ACT RELATING TO THEFT; AMENDING SECTION 18-2403, IDAHO COD£, ro STRIKE , SUPERFLUOUS LANGUAGE AND TO MAKE A TE'.CHNICAL COJ'l.RECTION; AMENDING SECTION lB-2408, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CODE REFERENCE AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AND DECL.ft..RING AN EMERGENCY, 
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho; 
SECilON 1, That Section 18-2403, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows; 
18-2403, ·THEFT, (1) A person steals propert:y and commits theft when, ~it:h intent to deprive another of property or to appropriate the same to himself or to a third perGon, he wrongfully cakes, obtains or withholds such property from nn o'Aller thereof, (2) Theft includes a wrongful taking, obtaining or withholding of another's property, with the intent prescribed in subsection (1) of this 
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section, committed in any of the following ways: 
(a) By deception obtains or exerts control over property of the 
owner; 
(b) By conduct heretofore defined or kno.m as larceny; common law 
larceny by trick; embezzlement; extortion; obtaining property, money 
or labor under false pretenses; or receiving stolen goods; · 
(c) By acquiring lost property. A person acquires lost property 
when he exercises control over property of another which he knows to 
have been lost or mislaid, or to have been delivered u:nder a mistake 
as to the identity of the recipient or the nature or amount of the 
property, without taking reasonable measures to return such property 
to the owner; or a person commits theft of lost or mislaid property 
when he: 
1. Knows or learns the identity of the ot.iner or knows, or is 
aware of, or learns of a reasonable method of identifying the 
Ot.7ner; and 
i, ~ails to take reasonable measures to restore the property 
to the owner; and 
3, Intends to deprive the O"'ller permanently of the use or ben-
efit of the property. 
(d) By £alee promise: 
1. A person obtains property by false promise when pursuant to 
a scheme to defraud, he obtains property of another by means of 
a representation, express or implied, that he or a third person 
will in the future engage in particular conduct, and when he 
does not intend to engage in 9uch conduct or, as tbe case may 
be, does not believe that the third person intends to engage in 
such conduct. 
2, In any prosecution for theft based upon a false promise, 
the defendant's intention or belief that the promise would not 
be performed may not be established by or inferred from the 
fact alone that such promise was not performed. Such a finding 
may be based only upon evidence establishing chat the facts and 
circumstances of che case are consistent t~ith guilty intent or 
belief and inconsistent with innocent intent or belief, and 
excluding to a moral certainty every reasonable hypothesis 
except that of the defendant's intention or belief that the 
promise would not be performed; 
(e) By extortion, A person obtains property by extortion when he 
compels or induces another person to deliver such property to him-
self or co a third person by means of instilling in him a fear t:hac, 
if the property is not so delivered, the actor or another wilt: 
l, Cause physical injury to some person in the future; or 
2, Cause damage to property; or · 
3. Engage in other conduct constituting a crime; or 
4, Accuse some person of a crime or cause criminal charges to 
be instituted against hirn; or 
5. Expose a secret or publicize an asserted fact, whether true 
or false, tending to subject some person to hatred, contempt or 
ridicule; or 
6, Cause a strike, boycott or other collective labor group 
action injurious to some person's business; except chat such a 
threat shall not be deemed extortion when the property is 
demanded or received for the benefit of che group in ~hose 
P.006/008 
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interest the actor purports to act; or 
?. restify or provide information or withhold testimony or 
information with respect to another's legal claim or defense; 
or 
8. Uee or abuse his position as a public servant by perfot111ing 
some act within or related to his official duties, or by fail-
ing or refusing to perform an official duty, in such manner as 
to affect some person adversely; or 
9, ~erfot"J)l any other act which would not in itself materially 
benefit the actor but which is calculated to harm another per-
son materially with respect to his health, safety, business, 
calling, career, financial condition, reputation or personal 
relationships. 
(3) A person commits theft when he knowingly takes or exercises 
unauthorized control over, or makes an unauthorized transfer of an 
interest in, the property of another person, with the intent of depriv-
ing the owner thereof, 
(4) A person coJTJllits theft when he knowingly receives, retains, 
conceals, obtains control over, possesses, or disposes of stolen prop-
erty, knowing the property to hsve been stolen by-another or under such 
circumstances as would reasonably induce him to believe th.st the prop-
erty was stolen, and 
(a) Intends to deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit 
of the property; or 
(b) Knowingly uses, conceals or abandons the property in such man-
ner as to deprive the owner permanently of such use or benefit; or 
(c) Uses, conceals, or abandons the property knowing such use, con-
cealment or abandorunent probably will deprive the owner pennanently 
of such use or benefit, 
(5) Theft of labor or services or use of property. 
(a) A person commits theft when he obtains the temporary use of 
property, labor or services of another which are available only for 
hire, by means of threac or deception or knowing that such use is 
without the consent of the person providing the property, labor or 
services, · 
(b) A person commits theft when after renting or leasing a motor 
vehicle under an agreement in writing which provides for the return 
of the vehicle to a particular place ac a particular time, he w±i-
futty willfully or intentionally £ails to return the vehicle to that 
place ;:;fthln forty-eight (48) hours after the time specified. 
(c) A person colllllits theft if, having control over the disposition 
of services of others, to which he is not entitled, he knowingly 
diverts such services to his own benefit or to the benefit of 
another noc entitled thereto, 
SEcrlON 2. That Section 18-2408, Idaho Code, be, and the same is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 
18-2408, PUNISHMENT FOR THEFT, {l) Grand theft colllllitted in a mSll-
prescribed in ~ubsection (l)(a) of section 18-2407, Idaho Code, is a 
· felony punishable by fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000) 
.: or imprisonment in the ,tate prison for not less than one ( l) year nor 
· .more than twenty ( 20) years, or by both such fine and imprieo.nment, 
(2) (a) Grand theft committed in a manner presc~ibed in subsection 
: ·,I 
. jl 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 





The Supreme Court, having reviewed recommendations of the Criminal Jury Instructions 
Committee and having reviewed a revision of the Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions based upon 
those recommendations, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Comt does hereby accept the 
recommendation of the Committee, and the revised Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions are hereby 
adopted and shall be disseminated for general use by the trial bench and bar in Idaho, to be 
effective September 1, 2010. It is recommended that whenever these revised Idaho Crin1inal 
Jury Instructions contain an instruction applicable to a case and the trial judge determines that 
the jury should be instructed on that subject, the judge should use the instrnction contained in the 
revised Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions, unless the judge finds that a different instruction would 
more adequately, accurately or clearly state the law. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tjle Clerk of the· Cowi shall cause notice of this Order 
to be published in one issue of The Advocate. 
DATED this --6..{J_ day of tr\~\J\,AL, 2010. 
By Order of the Su reme 
ATTEST: filepf.viA ~ 
.Stephen W. Ken 
Ill 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
JSB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR2013-0005128 & 
CR 2013-0012530 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
P.001/008 
Defendant hereby moves the Court for Reconsideration of its Opinion and Order Denying 
Motion to Dismiss in CR 13-12530, for the reasons set forth in the accompanying Brief. 
Dated this lo day of December, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~-~t-:~ ~. ~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this Ji day of December, 2013. 
~ -~L .. ~ ~. v1 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOH.. 
1U:X.,'ONSID£RATION 1 
Attorney for Defe,rdant 
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501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
2013 DEC 18 PH 3: 28 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR 13-12530/13-5128 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) NOTICE OF INTENT 
) TO PRODUCE I.R.E. 404(B) 
JESSE WEEKS, ) EVIDENCE 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and 
hereby advises both the court and counsel for the defendant of the state's intention to introduce at 
trial evidence that the defendant told police he was under the influence of drugs when he 
committed the alleged residential burglary and that he used the stolen property to buy drugs, said 
evidence reflected in the police report and audio recording previously discovered. 
DATED this J.i_ day of December, 2013 . 
. ~VE~P-
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERT[f.;,ATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the day of mber, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was sent to the FRED LO TS. __ 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PRODUCE I.RE. 404(B) EVIDENCE: 1 
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RECEIVED BY 
DEC O 6 20131 
KOOTENAI COUNlY 
PUBLIC DEFEIIJDER 
CLER!{ DISTRICT COURT 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




I CASE NO. CRF-2013-12530 
I 
I 
I OPINION AND ORDER DENYING 




Defendant Jesse Weeks is charged with burglary. He moves to dismiss. 
FACTS 
At preliminary hearing, evidence was presented that defendant stole an 
iPad. Thereafter, defendant took the iPad to a pawn shop, asking for a loan. 
Because the iPad's screen was cracked, pawn shop owner Edward Schoraman 
told defendant that he was willing to purchase it, but he was not wilDng to give 
defendant a loan against it. Defendant then sold the iPad to Schorzman. 
Defendant later told Coeur d'Alene Police Officer Jared Reneau that he pawned 
the iPad to obtain funds to purchase drugs. 
OPINION & ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS -1-
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tNALYSIS 
The state has charged defendant with burglary by entering a pawn shop 
with the intent to commit theft by disposing of stolen property. Defendant argues 
that Idaho Criminal Jury Instruction 547 requires that where a person is accused 
of disposing of stolen property, that property must have been stolen by "another/' 
not the accused. In addition, defendant argues that substantial evidence was not 
presented at preliminary hearing that he Intended to deprive the owner of the 
property in question permanently . 
• TATUTORY cpNSTRUCTION 
Citing ICJI 547, defendant contends that theft by disposing of stolen 
property may be committed only if that property was stolen by another. ICJI 547 
states in pertinent part: 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of Theft by Possession of 
Stolen Property, the state must prove each of the following: 
3. the defendant [name] knowingly [received] [retained) [concealed] 
[obtained control overJ [possessed} [disposed of] [describe 
property}, 
4. either knowing the property was stolen by anothN or under 
such circumstances as would reasonably induce the defendant to 
believe the property was stolen .... 
• I I I 
Comment 
I.C. § 1S.2403(4). 
(Emphasis added.) 
OPINION & ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS ·2-
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The jury instruction is not controlling. Idaho Code § 18-2403(4) upon 
which ICJI 547 was expressly based does not contain the "by another" language 
cited by defendant. The first paragraph of I.C. § 18-2403(4) states: 
(4) A person commits theft when he knowingly receives, retains, 
conceals, obtains control over, possesses, or disposes of stolen 
property! knowing the property to have been stolen or under such 
circumstances as would reasonably Induce him to believe that the 
property was stolen .... 
The uby another' language was deleted from the statute in 2001. 2001 
Idaho Session Laws Ch. 112 (H.B. 244). Since the "by another" language cited 
by defendant has been deleted from the statute, it is unnecessary for the state to 
show that the property was stolen by another. 
In State v. Tapia, 549 P.2d 636 (N.M. App. 1976) the defendant stole a 
television set and then sold it to a secondhand store. The court upheld his 
convictions for larceny and for receiving stolen property by disposing of it. 
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE 
Defendant contends that evidence of •an intent to pawn an item, as 
opposed to sell it," is insufficient to show ihe requisite intent to permanently 
deprive the owner of the property' under I.e. § 18-2403(4). The standards 
applicable to the sufficiency of evidence at preliminary hearing are set out in 
State v. Munhall, 118 Idaho 602, 798 P.2d 61 (ct. App. 1990) as follows: 
At a preliminary hearing, the state must prove that a crime was 
committed and that there is probable cause to believe that the 
defendant committed the alleged crime. The finding or probable 
cause must be baaed upon 1ubatantial evidence upon every 
material element of the offense charged. I.C.R. 5.1(b). This test 
may be satisfied through circumstantial evidence and reaaonable 
inferences to be drawn from that evidence by the committing 
OPINION & ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS -3-
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magistrate. A reviewing court will not substitute Its judgment for 
that of the magistrate as to the weight of the evidence. 
Id. 118 Idaho at 606, 798 P.2d at 65 (citations omitted). State v. Holcomb, 128 
Idaho 296. 912 P.2d 664 (Ct. App. 1995) states: 
[T]he quantum of evidence necessary to prove guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt at trial Ps] a much stricter standard of proof than 
that applicable to preliminary hearings. 
Id. 128 Idaho at 299, 912 P.2d at 667 (citations omitted). I.C. § 18,.2402(3) 
states: 
UOeprive." To "depriven another of property means: 
(a) To withhold it or cause it to be withheld from him permanently or 
for so extended a periOd or under such circumstances that the 
major portion of Its economic value or benefit is lost to him; or 
(b) To dispose of the property in such mamer or under such 
circumstances as to render it unlikely that an owner will recover 
such property. 
82 A.L.R.2d 863, Taking, and Pledging or Pawning. Another's Property as 
Larceny (originally published in 1962) states: 
Whether or not the pledging or pawning of another's property, after 
a physical taking of It, affects the status of the taker as guilty of 
larceny , . . depends on the extent to which the act of pledging or 
pawning the property taken negates the intent permanently to 
deprive the owner of his property . . . . The actual p/lldg/np or 
pawning seems to be rp1111rdlld •• neutral, the 
Jmpodllnl factor be/no whetl,er lhe at:t:u•«! lnltmded 
to r,deetn. fhe property and had the abl/Jty to do •o. 
(Emphasis added.) 1 
1 In Pulinskl v. Slate, 223 Md. 1, 3-5, 181 A.2d 117, 119 (1980), cited by the state, it was held that the 
fact of the pawning glV8s rise tD a Jury questiOn at trial concerning Iha Intent to deprive permanently. 
When the accused has taken properf¥ to pawn and raise money1 the question arisee 
whether his Intent was 1D permanently deprive Iha ovmer of It-that tis to steal It-or 
whether the intent was to ralae mcnay on it fer a time and then return it, for If the thing 
Is taken to be used only temporarily, there may be an absence of intent to deprive the 
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Citing the definition of .. deprive• in I.C. § 18-2402(3) the Idaho Court of 
Appeals In State v. Hart, 112 Idaho 759, 761, 735 P.2d 1070, 1072 {Ct. App, 
1987) stated: 
Intent may be established through either direct or circumstantial 
evidence. 
Hart testified that his intent when he took the guns was to pawn 
them only until he received money his mother had sent him. He 
claimed that upon receipt of the money on Tuesday, April 17, he 
had gone to retrieve the guns and return them to the gun cabinet 
but that the police hold had prevented such action. The state, on 
the other hand, offered evidence that the police hold was not 
placed on the property until Wednesday! April 18. Further 
testimony revealed that Hart discovered the police hold on 
Wednesday in a conversation with a police officer. From this 
owner of his ownership. The Intent of the taker ls a quesuon Of fact to be decided by 
uie trier cl fact The English cases and those In 1hls country have worked out lest& of 
the intent in such circumstances. 
•1f a man takes another's gooos with Intent lo pawn them, and does so, he is clear1y 
guUty of larOeny If he does not Intend to redeem and return them. And he is gullty 
even if he does Intend to rvcteem and return them, if he does not show ability to do so, 
or at leaSI: a fair and reasonable expectation of ability. If he shoWs such ability or 
expecf_,atlon, it seems that he ls not guilty." Clark and Marshall [Crimes] Sec. 12.04, p. 
733 [a" ed.). 
Perkins [Criminal Law] page 226, says the law is this: 
To take another's Chattel by trespass ror the purpose of raising 
money by pledging It may constitute larceny even if done With an 
intent lo redeem the chalwl and restore It to 1he owner. This Is 
beoause such a transactiOn may involve great risk of permanent loss 
to the owner. By the pledge the 1respasser has placed it beyond his 
power ro l91um the chaUel to Iha owner Wl1hout first repaying the 
creditor; and he may be unable to do lhls. The amount of the 
pledge, the financial cfrtumstances of the pledger and lhe length of 
time contemplated, are enlilled lo attention. If the amount of the loan 
is not large, the Intent Is to redeem prcrnptly, and there Is no reason 
to doubt the ple<fgor's ablffty to redeem, the Jury may be warranted in 
finding the absence of any unreasonable l'iSk of pennanent loss by 
lhe owner. But one Who has wrongfully taken the chattel of another 
and pledged It under drturnstances which leave his ability to 
redeam It In doubt, or has pledged it ror such an amount as to craate 
a great temptation for him to leave It Where it Is, has done so With an 
Intent to steal even if at the moment he thinks he will sometime 
redeem and return it 
see also the cases cited in the annctatlon and in the stala1s brief. 
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evidence, the jury could reasonably find that Hart had not returned 
to the pawn shop to retrieve the guns. Combined with the 
remaining evidence adduced at trial, the jury could reasonably 
determine that Hart never intended to voluntarily retrieve the guns. 
We find substantial evidence exists upon which a jury could find 
beyond a reasonable doubt that Hart held the requisite criminal 
intent for grand theft. 
Id. 112 Idaho at 761. 735 P.2d at 1072 (citation omitted). 
The transcript of the preliminary hearing testimony of Edward Schorzman, 
owner of Edward's Jewelry & Loan, states: 
Q. Okay. So. on that particular date did Mister - did you see Mr. 
Weeks enter into your pawn shop? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he have anything with him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he have with him? 
A. An iPad. 
Q. What did he do when he entered your pawn shop with that 
iPad? 
A. Uh. he wanted to get a loan on it at first is what he - but um, I 
noticed that there was a cracked sc:reen on it and I told him that I'd 
rather buy that. That I wouldn1 want to loan on It. 
Q. All right So, then what happened after that took place? 
A. Uh, we negotiated a - a price and uh, come to an agreement on 
that. And uh .... and then I took the iPad and put the serial number 
on the - the ticket, which is the very first line. It says "iPad 21' and 
then the serial number. Um, and uh - and then printed it out for 
him to sign. 
Q. So, how much did you pay him for that iPad? 
A. Um, $185. And then I actuaJly gave him a month's worth -- he-
at the time he had some speakers on pawn In my shop and I gave 
him a month's worth of uh, interest. 
OPINION & ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS -6-
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Q. There's some handwriting on Plaintiffs Exhibit 1. Does that 
handwriting pertain to that speaker part of the deal? 
A. Yes. 
Q. AH right. What happened with the iPad that you purchased from 
Mr. Weeks? 
A. Um, well, I mean I - I sold it about a month or so later, was 
what I did. 
Q. Looking at Exhibit 1, does that appear to you to be the original 
of the pawn ticket that was uh, generated--
A. That is the original -
Q. - generated or -
A. - pawn ticket. 
Q. - sold in this transaction with -
A. Yeah. 
Transcript, at 4-6. Exhibit 1, signed by defendant, states: 
WEEKS, JESSE JAY ... HAS THIS DAY BARGAINED, SOLD 
AND DELIVERED TO Edward's Jewelry & loan (purchaser) THE 
FOLLOWING PROPERTY: ... JPAD 2 •... 
For value received, I have this day bargained, sold and conveyed, 
and by these presents do bargain, sell and convey unto Edward's 
Jewelry & Loan all my right title and interest in the above described 
property and I do hereby , that I am the sole and lawful owner of 
said property ... and the proper person to dispose of same. 
x Jesse Week!ii 
Signature 1 
BILL OF SALE WITHOUT RECEPTION [sic] OPTION 
At preliminary hearing, Officer Reneau testified concerning a conversation 
he had With defendant. The transcript of that testimony states: 
A. He admitted to me that he - he stole the iPad. 
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Q. Did he indicate to you, specifically, what happened, in tenns of 
the theft of the iPad? 
A. Yes. He said that he had gone to a residence that was rented 
by a James Ha (phonetic) uh, to pick up some clothes. And while 
he was there, he saw the iPad and took it 
t I' 6 
Q. In your questioning of Mr. Weeks, did you um, ask him why he 
pawned that iPad at Edward's Loan? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What did he tell you? 
A. For some money. 
Q. For some money to what? 
A. To buy drugs. 
Transcript, at 10-11. 
While defendant initially characterized the pawning of the stolen iPad as a 
loan, this initial characterization is a neutral factor. It does not automatically 
show that defendant initially intended to return the funds he obtained with interest 
in order to obtain the stolen iPad again and return it to its rightful owner. rn State 
v. Hart, supra, defendant Hart's testimony, that his intent to redeem the property 
was prevented by police, did not succeed in light of circumstantial evidence 
contradicting that testimony. There is no such affirmative evidence of an intent to 
redeem here. In addition, the evidence of defendant's intent to purchase illegal 
narcotics with the pawn proceeds could cause a reasonable person to question 
defendant's ability to redeem the iPad after that drug purchase had been 
completed. One could reasonably infer from the evidence presented at 
preliminary hearing that defendant entered the pawn shop Intending only to use 
OPINION & ORDER DENYING MOTION TO DISMISS -8-
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the iPad to obtain funds for illegal narcotics, and thereby deprive the owner of his 
property permanently. Accordingly, the magistrate's probable cause finding was 
supported by substantial evidence. 
ORDER 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED: defendant1s motion to dismiss is denied. 
DATEDthis ~ dayof ~ ,2013. 
/t _J._ }'V\ flJ..t-
FRED M. GIBLER, District Judge 
I herebzify a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent this 
day of Ct.4fd~ , 2013, as follows: 
Frederick G. Loats, Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Suite 210 
P.O. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-0831 
Arthur Verharen 
Kootenai County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
(Via interoffice mail) 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1800 
Fax: (208) 446-1833 
STATE Or IDAHO lss 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAIJ 
Flt.ED: 
2013 OEC 3 l PM 2: 30 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 




NOTICE OF FILING PLAINTIFF'S 
PROPOSED AUDIONIDEO 
TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and 
hereby gives Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Proposed AudioNideo Trial Exhibit (Redacted) and 
submits to the defendant a copy of said exhibit sought to be entered into evidence at trial in this 
matter. 
Specifically, the copy of said exhibit provided to the defendant, which has been 
previously discovered, is an interview between Officer Reneau and the defendant which has been 
redacted in the following manner: 
1. I' 0 :20 - 11: 11 (redacted part of interview where defendant discussed taking 
something else on a prior occasion). 
2 .. 12:21 -12:40 (redacted patt ofinterview where burglai.-y is identified as a felony). 
3. 14:45 -20:10 (redacted part of interview where officer left room). 
NOTICE OF FILING PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AUDIO/VIDEO TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) - I 
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4. 22:34-23:22 (redacted part of interview where defendai1t discussed that he is in 
recovery for an opiate addiction). 
5. 24:20-26:28 (officer leaves room and discussion of defendant's opiate addiction). 
6. End at 26:50 (redacted part of interview of discussion of other crimes). 
This Notice and submission of said exhibit to the defendant prior to trial has been made 
in an effort to avoid confusion and expedite iitigation of this matter; 
DATED this ~ day of December, 2013. 
~'~/\= 
AR'.~E~ \ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIEICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the '3 J day of December, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was FAXED to FRED LOATS. 
NOTICE OF FILING PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AUDIO/VIDEO TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) - 2 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintift 
vs. 












Case No. CR 2013-000S 128 & 
CR 2013-0012530 
OBJECTION TO AND MOTION 
IN LIMINE RE: 404(b) EVIDENCE 
Defendant hereby moves the Court for an Order excluding from evidence at trial the 
404(b) evidence proffered by the state in its notice, by and for the reason that the evidence is not 
relevant under IRE 401 and 402, is not admissible under any exceptions to the prohibition on 
"other acts" evidence set forth in IRE 404, or, if the Court finds the evidence relevant and 
admissible under one of the exception set forth in IRE 404(b ), its exclusion if still warranted 
under IRE 403 as its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair 
prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury. 
This Motion/Objection will be supported by argument to be made at the time to be set for 
hearing Pretrial Motions, or at the time the evidence is offered at trial, at the Court's discretion. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 101 of 208
o 1 /02/2014 11 : 5 5 Loats Law Office 
Counsel requests oral argument. 
Dated this 2- day of January, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.002/002 
~4-~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing ·was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-183:3 this a_ day of January, 2014. . 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 2 
' ·" • -:-4 '-· '--4' Attorney for Defendant 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
.,i: AX)208 664 3644 
. P."CJ.' Box SJJ.. . .. _, -·· .... " .. " .......... - . .. . . ". " .. .. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR2013-0005128 & 
Case No. CR.2013-12530 




Defendant objects to portions of Plaintiffs Proposed AudioMdeo Trial Exhibit, as set 
forth in his Memorandum in opposition, filed contemporaneously with this Objection. 
Dated this /. day of January, 2014. 
~-.L ' "' '--~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, Deputy Prosecutor by fax to 446-1833, this ~ day of January, 2014. 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED 
AUDIOIVIDBO TRIAL EXIlllJIT 1 
1L, ~ , .. 64-
Attorney for Defendant 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
·· · .. P."O. "13ox .. sJr · · ...... - ·· · · ··· · · .. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
4F AX)208 664 3644 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 2013-0005128 & 
Case No. CR2013·12530 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
TO PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED 
AUDIO/VIDEO EXHIBIT 
' . . . . . . ' . ' 
P.004/005 
The proposed Exhibit collsists of an audio recording of a redacted version of the 
video/audio made of the March 11, 2013 interview of Mr. Weeks conducted by Det. Reneau. 
Defendant objects to portions of that proposed exhibit on the following grounds. 
Det. Reneau's sta,tements are hearsay, and inadmissible under IRE 801 if offered for the 
truth, and not relevant if not offered for the truth. IRE 401, 402. Some of Det. Reneau's 
statements/questions may be admissible to provide context to Mr. Weeks' answers, however Det. 
Reneau, in the course of the interview/interrogation, makes statements concerning his opinion 
· about Mr. Weeks' involvement, culpability, Mr. Weeks' credibility, and assertions from other 
sources that involve Det. Reneau's conclusions as a result of his investigation. These statements 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF O.BJECTJON TO 
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AUDIO/VIDEO TRIAL EXHIBIT 1 
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from Det. Reneau are not admissible as hearsay, speculation and opinion, and unduly prejudicial 
if they are offered "not for the truth." Rules 801, 701, 401, 402 and 403 of the Idaho Rules of 
.... . - " . - .. -·· -·· . ·- '' .. -· ·- ... ' '' ...... -· ... -···- . ' . " " . .. ... .. . .. . . . .... ' ...... ·- .. -"'' . ' 
Evidence preclude admission of these statements. 
Defendant also objects to that portion of the Exhibit that the state offers as 404(b) 
evidence, which the state characterizes as a statement from Mr. Weeks that "he used the stolen 
property to buy drugs." Notice of Intent to Produce I.RE. 404(B) Evidence. 
What is on the proposed exhibit is a response from this question from Det. Reneau: 
"Q. (By Det. Reneau) "The money you got when you pawned it, did you use it to buy 
.some more drugs?" 
A. Yeah." 
This use of the "money" after the Ipad was pawned does not constitute 404(b) evidence 
relevant to plan, motive or intent, and therefore inadmissible under that exception to the 
prohibition on the use of "other acts" evidence. It is an after the fact occurrence, and not relevant 
and therefore not admissible. 
Dated this _f_ day of January, 2014. 
~E~CK-?LO;;P-4-
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, Deputy Prosecutor by fax to 446-1833, this -1t_ day of January, 2014. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AUDJO/f/JDEO TRIAL EXHIBIT 2 
lW.·"' '· ~ Attorney for Dttndani 
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J:t'REDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0 . . Box 811.. .... . .... . . ... .. .. .. . .. . .. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
. •LED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR2013-0005128 & 
CR 2013-0012530 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
The legislative history of 2001 House Bill No. 244 demonstrates that the legislature did 
not intend to make any substantive changes to Section 18-2403(4) of the theft statute when it 
struck the "by another" phrase, as it was considered "superfluous" since it was a recognized 
element of the offense. See attached. 
This is evident by inclusion, in the committee's reports and records of ICJI 547, the Jury 
Instruction setting forth the elements of disposing of stolen property that requires proof that the 
property was stolen "by another." 
The ~efense therefore requests the Court reconsider its decision and grant the Motion to 
Dismiss in CR 13-12530. 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSmERATION 1 
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" 
- .. • . I • I',,.. ............. uatea trus .!_ aay or January, iU14. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
\I l'Vl!'UU UU't .iU'1'1 I"" .uv,1v I .I 
~,. ,__,_( 
.f'MP.£.JUCK r;. J.QA'f.S.. ··-. _ .. ' .... 
Attorney for Defendant 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this '- day of January, 2014. 
SCJPPLEME/VTAL BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 1 
~'-~ Attorney for Defendant 
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501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
SiAl'E OF fDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
flLEO: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. F13-5128/FI3-12530 
) 
Plaintiff, ) PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
) JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
vs. ) 
) 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The Plaintiff herein respectfully submits the following jury instructions in addition to the 
Court's general instructions on the law. 
DATED this I;-- day of /!\ t.1ll'/h/L'1 , 2014. 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney for 
Kootenai County, Idaho 
l ,:J:J V [/\J\ ,~~ 
,J_~HUR VERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
ltS 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the /5cmy of.~ 201 a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be sent to defense counsel. 
FRED LOATS, FAXED 
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Lo6 of 1K-COURTROOM14 M 1/21/2014 Page 1 of2 
Description CR 2013-5128 Weeks, Jesse Motion to Reconsider 
CR 2013-12530 V\/eeks, Jesse Motion to Reconsider 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
I Datel 1/211£U I"+ II ~:-:-:-tion 111 K-COURTROOM14 
Time Sp~[ Note 
01:52:52 PM Judge Motion to Reconsider by Defendant, Defendant is not present--2 
Gibler cases today 2013-5128 and 2013-12530 
01:53:43 PM 
Mr. Loats 
I also filed a motion in Limine in objection to 404b evidence. The 
motion to reconsider is for 2013-12530 
01:54:23 PM I filed a motion to dismiss in 2013-12530 due to lack of evidence 
prior to this motion to reconsider. Court denied the motion. 
Reasoning by court 2001 amendment to 18-2403(3). It is my 
position that the 2001 amendment did not make any substantive 
change to the law. 
01:57:41 PM IAsk court to reconsider and dismiss charge in 2013-12530 I 
01:57:51 PM Motion in Limine relates to the 404 be evidence, state has filed 
redacted audio/video, Detective 
Reneau conducted interview by video, I do object to other things 
still in the video, Reneau statements are hear say. Some of what 
he says is objectionable and ask court to strike. All can be 
misinterpreted with the jury. Would like the court to see the video. 
I am not contesting his admission in the video. 
02:01:09 PM On the video state has also accused the defendant of doing this 
to get money for drugs. I do object to this portion of the interview 
02:02:15 PM Judge Need to consider if we can keep this trial date at the end of the 
Gibler month or not 
02:02:33 PM Fred We waived speedy trial a long time ago 
Loats 
02:02:45 PM Tara 
As to the Motion to Reconsider--Leave to court, statute is clear 
Malek 
02:03:12 PM 4048 evidence, court needs to see the redacted version and 
original of the video 
02:03:25 PM Audio recording, contains the statements he was under drugs 
when burglarized the house and used the stolen property to buy 
drugs. It should come in. It is proper 4048 evidence. There was 
also an admission of defendant being under the influence while 
doing the burglary .X 
I 02:04:30 PM 
!Judge I need to look at video L \ ~1 l _./1~- v· -tv/lf,(/ . 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\District\Criminal\Gibler\CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse Motion... 1/23/2014 
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Gibler 
02:04:57 PM Judge 
Gibler 
02:05:06 PM 




02:07:22 PM end 
I 
Vacate the pre trial and trial this month 
I want someone to get me a copy of this disc. After that I would 
like to schedule you a hearing 
Set this for hearing on the motion in limine or objection to 404b 
evidence however you want to phrase it for 2/19/14 4pm 
I need a copy of disc prior to 2/19/14. We will resched ·· 1u1 ~, 
lrwm take your other motion under advisement 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM14 on 2/19/2014 Page 1 of 3 
I Description II~~ ~~~ ~-~1~~,Y:'~~~~'-J~~~~~ 2"0},4..°3n1A9" S~?!~~- ~o_n!;!~_n_c~- I 
\.,~ LUI.)- ILO-'U vveeK.s, Jesse LU l"foUL 1::1 .:>LaLus vumerem;e 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
Date 12,1912014 I Location 111 K-COURTROOM14 
Time Speaker I Note I 
03:09:05 PM Judge Status Conference Hearing, Defendant is present, not in custody 
Gibler 
03:35: 12530 and 2013-5128 
03:35:53 PM 404 B issues, regarding audio statements and motion for 
reconsideration issue 
O~.~C.G8 e listened to the audio and motion is limited to that 
03: C' r"'rl I n-,1.- " ____ ,.,_ \JUI lt::vl 
03:36:22 PM Judge Memorandum filed by Mr. Loats-- Looking at this and listened to 
Gibler the recording, this is what I came up with 
03:37:16 PM 3/4 way in recording, office said paleographer not in right now, 
then statement by officer I know your not 100% honest 
~~-~7:40 PM Fred Loats This is what I am talking about 
03:37:46 PM 
Judge 
Another one I heard was--Mr. Weeks said he is on Zanex, he is 
Gibler 
in recovery, I took it an pawned it, I was high, I am in recovery 
now 
03:38:39 PM.j~red Loats No that is not one. 
03:38:53 PM Judge Then one officer said you pawned it 
Gibler 
03:39:11 PM Fred Loats 
Yes that is one. Officer asked if used money from pawned for 
drugs, he said yes 
03:40:00 PM Another reference where officer made statements about James 
says you took it and why--1 don't think James made direct 
accusation against Mr. Weeks. I don't think officer actually talked 
with Mr. Hobbs before talking with Mr. Weeks 
03:41:30 PM 3 things I am objecting to 
03:41:36 PM Judge Statement about not being honest--
Gibler 
03:41:47 PM Mr. I I can redact H I Verharen 
03:42:00 PM Judge I don't think it is relevant ) / Gibler I 
(___, 1, ~~ 
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II 03:42:06 PM Wh~t about the one I took it pawned it, I was high on Zanex and 111 
am HI I t::(.;UVt::I y 
03:42:27 Pfil~:: 1 - _,._ ot objecting to that one 
03:42:29 PM Judge The 3rd one was I pawned it 
Gibler 
03:42:40 PM Mr. 
It is relevant 
Verharen 
03:43:18 PM Detective does use the word pawned. Evidence shows it was not 
Fred Loats pawned. It turned out to be a sale. He did sell it. It is the officer's 
word not Mr. Weeks words. 
I 03:43:50 PM I The money you got when you pawned it, did you use it to buy 
drugs 
I 03:45:08 PM II I Raise 4043--ask court to exclude it 
I 03:45:40 PM I Judge One of the issues, is wether if Mr. Weeks intended to deprive 
: Gibler owner or simply to use as collateral for a loan 
03:46:10 P ~-~=~::y can be given to the jury 
03:46:25 P Not convinced that it is 404b ,~· No unduly prejudicial ~ ,-,I, --..i.:-- ,a,:11 L- -11-,a,-....1 i ,""tu. ,u ·~ ...... - -·- .. - ----- -- .. 
03:46:49 PM that leaves the officer said more than one time--why does James 
say you took it 
03:47:06 PM Mr. 
I don't remember it either. I can redact Verharen 
03:47:25 PM How come James thinks that you took it or said that you took it 
03:47:42 PM Mr. I will redact that 
Verharen 
03:47:49 PM Judge 
Ok, that will be my order. State to prepare order 
Gibler 
03:47:59 PM Mr. Let me go over this to get it straight--How come James said you 
Verharen took it or thinks you took it 
03:48:58 PM 
Fred Loats 
I did object to the polygraph--the officer felt he wasn't being 
honest 
03:49:52 PM Judge 
I don't think it is appropriate for the officer to express his opinion Gibler 
03:50:17 PM Mr. 
So two things to redact Not 100% honest 
Verharen 
03:50:24 PM Not 100% honest and how come James said you took it or thinks 
you took it 
I 03:51 :35 PM II j The last portion about the money you got when you pawned it. 
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II I Fred Loats 















03:~G.:;~ r Fred Loats 





:01:52 PM end 
Evidence to this point has been the IPAD was sold not pawned. 
It doesn't make difference to the court. I interpreted it you can 
sell or use for a loan 
Ruling stands there 
Request for the motion to reconsider now 
'"' =- ~ppropriate for court to consider title of legislation 
Information should be dismissed, state had not proved the item 
had been stolen by another . 
.... : .-'~:.s court's opinion 
State has to prove that the property was stolen from someone 
else 
State vs. Burnite reviewed 
Evidence items stolen was by Mr. Weeks, not by another 
I am proving burglary at trial not theft. I have to prove intent to 
commit theft 
Issue is the intent to commit theft 
The theory it has to be another that stole does not make any 
sense at all 
Court's earlier decision is correct 
Interesting issue, phrase "knowing the property was stolen by 
another" used in jury instruction but not in the statute 
statute is unambiguous 
Ada County vs 2007 Legendary Motorcycle--reviewed 
Motion is denied. State to prepare the order 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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The above matter came on for hearing before the Honorable Judge Gibler, on the I'9th day of 
;! February, 2014. The State was represented by Arthur V erharen, De~uty Prosecuting Attorney, for ., 
., 
'i Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant was present and represented by Fred Loats. After argument 
·j 
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J CKR~ OF SERVICE 
!u,ereby ~that on tbe.d:2_ day of •. , 2014 copies of the 
dtjcumcnt(s) were mailed, postaie prepaid~ or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
_ij __ \_....,--r_ Deputy Prosecuting .Attorney for Kootenai ·County FAX 208-446-1833 
Defense Counsel Koo~County P~blic Defender FAX 208- 446-1701 
---<"""". /Defense Counsel FAX_f::., b/J1 !:$ Le fe ~ -3<oeJ.l/ 
______ ·Defendant .. 
____ Kootenai County Sheriff's Department jailsats@lccgov.us 
____ Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov · 
___ Idaho Department of Correction FAX208-327-7445 · 
_:! __ CCD Sentencing Team--CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.go)! 
-.-·l __ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 · 
-;..·i __ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
--+-'.I -- Auditor Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 
_., __ BCI (Bureau of Crlmina1 Investigation) FAX 208-884~7193 
--1..·1 __ Kootenai County Law Librazy/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
501 Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1800 
Fax: (208) 446-1833 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





CASE NO. CR 13-5128 AND 
CR 13-12530 
SECOND NOTICE OF FILING 
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AUDIO 
TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and 
hereby provides a Second Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Proposed Audio Trial Exhibit (Redacted) 
and submits to the defendant a copy of said exhibit sought to be entered into evidence at trial in 
this matter. 
Specifically, the copy of said exhibit provided to the defendant, which has been 
previously discovered and previously argued at length at the hearing held on February 19th, 2014, 
is an interview between Officer Reneau and the defendant which has been redacted in the 
following manner (ADDITIONAL REDACTIONS SUBSEQUENT TO HEARING IN BOLD): 
1. 8:08-8:40: (redacted part of interview where detective claims that Mr. Haw 
·thought the defendant took the ipad). 
SECOND NOTICE OF FILING PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AUDIO TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) - 1 
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2. 10:20 - 11: 11 (redacted part of interview where defendant discussed taking 
something else on a prior occasion). 
3. 12:21 - 12:40 (redacted part of interview where burglary is identified as a felony). 
4. 12:47-13:05 (redacted part of interview where detective claims that he knows 
the defendant is not being totally honest). 
5. 14:45 -20:10 (redacted part of interview where officer left room). 
6. 22:34-23:22 (redacted part of interview where defendant discussed that he is in 
recovery for an opiate addiction). 
7. 24:20-26:28 (officer leaves room and discussion of defendant's opiate addiction). 
8. End at 26:50 (redacted part of interview of discussion of other crimes). 
DATED this '2f' day of April, 2014. 
~~~ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CER!¥:ICATE OF MAILING . 
I hereby certify that on the · day of April, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was FAXED to FRED LOATS. »~ -
;fa- -
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
Pursuant to ICR 30(b), Defendant submits the following supplemental requested Jury 
Instructions in the above entitled action. 
Dated this 1.1.day of April, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ ·' .. s4 c.. t...---1 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
· I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 




DEPENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTED 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 1 
Attorney for Defendant 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 119 of 208
04/22/2014 10:10 Loats Law Office 
Defendant's Requested 
Instruction No. _j_ 
(f A>:)208 664 3644 P.002/003 
If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Burglary, you must 
acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the included offense of 
Theft by Disposing of Stolen Property. 
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04/22/2014 10:10 Loats Law Office 
Defendant's Requested 
Instruction No. I 0 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.003/003 
It is for you, the jury, to determine from all the evidence in this case, applying the 
law as given in these instructions, whether defendant is guilty or not guilty of the offense 
charged or any 'included offense. 
With respect to the facts alleged in the Information, the offense of Burglary 
includes the offense of Disposing of Stolen Property. It is possible for you to return any 
one, but only one of the following verdicts: 
--GUILTY of Burglary. 
--GUILTY of Disposing of Stolen Property. 
NOTGUILTY. --
When you are deliberating you should first consider the crime charged. You 
should consider the included offense only in the event the state has failed to convince 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM14 on 4/25/2014 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2013-5128 Weeks, Jesse 20140425 Pre Trial Conference 
CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse 20140425 Pre Triai Conference 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
I Date 114/25/2014 II Location 111 K-COURTROOM14 I 
I Time II Speaker II Note I 
02:13:53 PM 
Judge 
Pre Trial Conference, Defendant is present, not in custody, 
Gibler 
Arthur Verharen present for state and Fred Loats present for 
defendant 
I 02:14:37 PM II I Commence on Tuesday the 29th--1 st se! 
I 02:15:16 PM !lend I /\ I I 
Produced by FTR Gold™ C)M/:;JwtWl 
www.fortherecord.com 
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04/28/2014 12:59 Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant 
~ ~)208 664 3644 
I('.: [ J!· fl),aj-[} } ss 
l !NTY OF KOOTENAI 
·, 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 2013-0005128 & 
CR 13-0012530 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED 
AUDIO TRIAL EXHIBIT 
(REDACTED) 
P.001/002 
Defendant objects to the following portions of the Redacted Audio Trial Exhibit (version 
4/4/14) submitted by Plaintiff, on grounds of relevance and/or unfair prejudicial impact: 
Times as on exhibit: 
5:07-5:32 {discussion of Tony Lewis selling pills to\,Dusty) 
9:26-10;38 (what should happen to a person that stole the Ipad) 
10:39-11: 10 ( discussion of polygraph) 
11 :30-11 :42 (Det. indicating w~at his investigation discloses) 
11 :58-12:13 (polygraph again mentioned) 
12:28-13: 10 (Det what our investigation discloses, "hunch"). 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'.S PROPOSED 
A CIDJO TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 123 of 208
04/28/2014 12:59 Loats Law Office 
··· Dated·this~8day of April, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IC 4l)208 664 3644 P.002/002 
(. . .. ! .. !>( (. ~ 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Art 
Verharen, by fax to 446-1833 this Z.f day of April, 2014. 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED 
AUDIO TRIAL EXHIBIT (REDACTED) 2 
K- .~ .• ~ '· 4d:. 
Attorney for Defendant · 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM14 011 4/30/2014 Page 1 of2 
I Description I CR 2013-5128 Weeks, Jesse 20140430 Jury Trial 
CR 2013-12530 Vveeks, Jesse 20140430 Jury Triai 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
I Date 114/30/2014 II Location 111 K-COURTROOM14 
Time Speaker Note 
09:09:27 AM Judge Jury Trial, Defendant is present, not in custody, Day 2 
Gibler 




We have discussed. Based on the language in the Amended 
Gibler Information, I have elected to give the instruction based on the 
pleading theory 
09:11:38 AM Fred Loats I object to deleting the phrase "by one another" in instruction 24 
09:13:37 AM Judge I had struck the phrase in 23 
Gibler 
09: 13:46 AM II l='rArl I n~ts I understand 
09:13:56 AM Judge Recall the jury, all present 
Gibler 
09:16:32 AM Final jury instructions given to jury 
09:33:35 AM Arthur Closing argument given to the jury 
Verharen 
09:45:46 AM II Fred Loats Closing argument given to the jury 
09:56:13 AM Arthur Final closing given to the jury 
Verharen 
10:03:09 AM Judge Calls alternate juror--excuses alternate jurors 
Gibler 10:05:33ie Swears the bailiff for deliberations 
10:06:40 Excuse jury for deliberations 10:07am 
10:06:57 AM Judge Jury has verdict 1145am 
Gibler 
11 :46:54 •A•~Y: :lerk Reads verdicts Guilty to Unlawful Entry and Guilty of Burgl:::-., 
11:47:05 AM Judge Excuses jury 
Gibler 
11:47:46 AM Order presentence report 
11:48:36 AM Set Sentencing 7/14/ 1030am 
I I 
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11 :48:45 AM I Contact psi by 4pm 5/2/14, if fail warrant will issue for you 
11 :53:25 AM Defendant I Understand, no questions 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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Description CR 2013-5128 Weeks, Jesse 20140429 Jury Trial PM 
"'n "'n..i ~ "'"'c:~n \lit--•-- ·---- "'nA AnA"'n ···-· ·-=-• r'\IIA \Jl""i. £U 1.:)- 1£.J.:)U VVt::t::l\l:>, Jt::;:::;::;t::;: £U l"+U"+£l:1 JUI y 11 li::ll r1v1 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
014 Location II 1K-COURTROOM14 
Time Speaker Note 
01:01:26 PM Judge Jury Trial--Defendant is present, not in custody Day 1 PM Court 
Gibler room 14 
01:01:29 PM Fred Loats 
Have a witness here, out of order. State does not object. Ask 
witnesses be excluded 
01:03:13PM Arthur No objection 
Verharen 
01:03:19 PM Judge Excuse witnesses 
Gibler 
"A '°""" _,..... All present, all jury is present u 1.Uv.vv 
01:04:09 PM Defense has witness out of order and then we will go back to 
state 
O"" ,.. • 
I. l . Loats Call Dusty Dershem 
01:04:57 PM Sworn for testimony, Work and reside in North Dakota. I live 
here also in Hayden Lake. Formerly resided on Honeysuckle in 
Dusty cda ID. Lived with James Ha and Nick Miller and another 
Dershem roommate. Moved out in 2013 at Thanksgiving. In 2012 resided 
at the Honeysuckle address. Was working in North Dakota. I 
would work for like 2 months and then come home. 
01:06:52 PM I know Jesse Weeks. Jesse is my little cousin. Jesse did get 
kicked out of his house and I had him and his girlfriend hide out 
at my tent trailer. I was helping him out. Roommates didn't know 
anything about it. The tent trailer was at the side of the house. 
North side of the house. My room was down in the basement. 
James and I had a rooms downstairs and James and Nick were 
upstairs. They were my best friends. Yeah, I let Jesse and his 
girlfriend stay in trailer. I was hiding it from my roommates. He 
wasn't aloud to come in the house if I wasn't there. I did let him 
do laundry there 
01:09:49 PM Arthur Object 
Verharen 
01:09:55 PM Judge Sustained 
Gibler 
01:09:58 PM Dusty Yes, I let him do laundry in the house 
Dershem 
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01:10:17 PM Fred Loats That is all I have 
01:10:25 PM Arthur Cross exam 
Verharen 
01:10:32 PM Jesse was kicked out of his house and I was hiding him out from 
Dusty my roommates. I don't know exact dates. Started hiding him out 
Dershem a month and half before Christmas. I let him stay in my tent 
trailer 
U I. I 1.00 r-M Loats Object 
01:12:03 PM Judge Overruled 
Gibler 
01:12:11 PM Roommates didn't want him around. They didn't know he was 
there. I left 2-3 weeks p rior to Christmas, it was in December. I 
was hiding him out. They stayed there at night. They probably 
stayed there everynight when I was there. The roommates were 
there. I was the only one that knew they were staying out there. 
They would come in and night. My roommates would h ave 
moved the tent trailer and he wouldn't have had place to go. I 
told him to to pop up the trailer. I never saw him in the trailer. 
There was garbage and cig. and blankets in the trailer. I would 
Dusty 
check the trailer . Mr. Weeks knew he was not aloud at the 
house if I wasn't there. Laundry was done at same time, right 
Dershem 
before Thanksgiving. ! would let them go in there \111hen ! wasn't 
there. I tried to be firm to not be in the house when I wasn't in 
there. He probably was there for laundry half a dozen times. I 
was probably there twice when he did laundry it was November 
of 2012. He use our soap and laundry softener. Maybe he told 
me he did it. The two times he did laundry when I was there in 
mid November. I can't tell exact dates when he did laundry when 
I wasn't there. He could have done laundry October to 
November. I was gone after the first 2 weeks in November. Have 
no knowledge of him doing laundry then, I was gone 
01:20:56 PM I I I have talked to my cousin about case 
PM I I He told me he stole the IPAD 
:,18 °M I Fred Loats I Object 
01:21:23 PM Judge Sustained 
Gibler 
01 :21 :31 PM 
Dusty 
You need to crank up the pop up trailer. You have to jack it up. 
No power was hooked up. Mr. Weeks didn't pay rent. He didn't 
Dershem have a key. We never locked the door 
01:22:54 PM Arthur Nothing more 
Verharen 
01 :22:58 Fred Loats Nothing more 
01:23:04 PM Call Clint Schorzman Arthur 
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II I Verharen 
01:23:15 PM Clint Sworn for testimony, own Edwards Jewelry and Loan in Post 
Schorzman Falls in Kootenai County Idaho, it is on Seltice Way 
01:26:22 PM Use photo identification for transactions 
01:26:31 P A ;:-· ''."'. t\~!<'et is used for any transactions 
01:27:06 P I I -11 -----ds ·---,- _,, 1vvVI 
01:27:09 P I know defendant. Identifies defendant in courtroom 
01:27:26 P December 24, 2012 I had transaction with him. 
01:27:42 Identifies exhibit 1--pawn ticket from 12/24/2012 
01:28:08 PM He came into the shop and he had a IPAD and he wanted to 
loan on it and it had cracked screen. I told him I would rather buy 
the IPAD than loan on it. We negotiated a price and we did a 
ticket on it 
01:28:56 PM Exhibit 1 is the original ticket--lt has my writing and Jesse Weeks 
signature on it, also has my wife's writing on it 
01:30:10 PM Arthur Admit exhibit 1 
Verharen 
01:30:16 P c.-,.,...J I --'-- No objection to 1 -- -----
01:30:31 PM Judge Exhibit 1 is admitted Gibler 
01:30:52 PM Clint I paid 185.00 Schorzman 
01:31:07 PM I sold the IPAD a month later or maybe more 
01:31:17 PM I I Defendant never came back to try to get IPAD back that I recall 
01:32:48 PM Jesse Weeks did sign receipt. He did not tell me it was stolen. I 
don't recall any conversation about where he obtained the IPAD 
01:33:29 PM 111 was contacted about 3 months later from CDA police. 
01:33:59 PM Arthur Nothing more 
Verharen 
01:34:06 PM Fred Loats Cross exam 
01:34:15 PM Clint He wanted to make a pawn on this item. I suggested he just sell 
Schorzman it to me because of the cracks. 
j1:35:13 PM I Fred Loats I Nothing more 
01:35:19 PM Arthur Re direct Verharen 
01:35:26 PM Clint 
He had existing loan at my shop and we were negotiation over 
Schorzman 
the price. I took a month of interest off what he had at the shop 
already. He had done business with me before 
I I 
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II 01:36:13 PM 11~~~._tJ! __ 
II Vt::mtatt::n Nothing more 
I 01 :36: 18 PM II Fred Loats I Nothing more 
01:37:05 PM Arthur Call Nicholas Miller 
Verharen 
01:37:17 PM Nicholas 
Sworn for testimony, reside on Honeysuckle in CDA, lived there 
Miller for 10 years, In 2012 lived with Dusty, James and Chad. I have 
met Mr. Weeks about 1.5 years ago. 
01:38:11 PM Identifies defendant in courtroom. He was a family member of 
Dusty. He was in my house with Dusty 
01:38:39 PM There was a pop up trailer always on side of my house from 
Dusty 
01 :38:55 PMlr · g manager at Harvest Foods 
01:39:13 p~ lot of sports. 
01:39:30 P G0 ••• ~ and go at different hours 
01:39:39 PM ~ !;:·. -· :aw anyone in trailer 
01:40:02 PM Mr. Weeks never had permission to come in my house 
01:40:14 PM Arthur Nothing more Verharen 
01:40:22 PM Fred Loats Cross exam 
01:40:41 PM Nicholas 
I do know you. Have not discussed this case with you Miller 
01:40:53 PM Jesse was there at my house about 5-6 times 
01:41:04 PM We have 2 dogs 
01:41:15 PM I worked 7am -4pm 
01:41:22 PM Fred Loats Nothing more 
01:41:25 PM Arthur Re direct 
Verharen 
01:41:44 PM Nicholas Last time I saw Jesse was in summer of 2012 Miller 
01:41:53 PM Arthur Call Jared Reneau 
Verharen 
01:42:55 PM Jared Sworn for testimony, employed by cda police detectives, 7 years Reneau 
01 :43:25 PMlf o use data base for pawned items 
01 :43:42 PM I I 3f7/13 did pawn search fur an IPAD 2-it was fur investigation fur 
a report filed by James Ha 
I 01 :44:11 PM II I I did get a hit. I did follow up on it 
" 
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01 :44:25 PM Fred Loats jobject 
01 :44:30 PM Judge 
Gibler 
01 :44:40 PM Jared 
Reneau 
01 :45:11 PM 
01 :45:38 PM Arthur 
Verharen 
01 :45:46 PM Jared 
Reneau 
01 :46:39 PM Arthur 
Verharen 
01:46:56 PM Judge 
Gibler 
01:47:11 PM Arthur 
Verharen 
01:47:21 PM Judge 
Gibler 
02:01:10 PM Arthur 
Verharen 
02:02:1 
02:02:29 PM Arthur 
Verharen 




I contacted Jesse Weeks for an interview and I contacted Mr. 
Schorzman prior 
Interview was 3/11/13 at the cda police department It was just 
me and him. It was recorded 
Shows exhibit 2--CD 
Exhibit 2 is cd and is accurate copy 
Admit exhibit 2 
bjection to exhibit 2 
Exhibit 2 is admitted 
Publish cd to the jury 
Yes-this wi!! not be recorded or taken down by court reporter 
No further questions 
Cross exam 
No evidence of a break in. Doors unlocked. No fingerprints either 
State rests 
Break now, admonishes jurors 
Case is recalled, all present 
Jury is recalled and present 
ed Loats Call Jesse Weeks 
Sworn for testimony, 3870 Honeysuckle, Nick Miller owns 
residence. In summer 2012 Dusty Dershem and James Ha and 
another roommate 
Dusty Dershem is my older cousin 
I had been over the the residence prior in summer of 2011 
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II 02: 17:53 PM II 
I 
II went there in 2012 three times. It was after going to beach or 
I ;fsk~~~~~d~~~~:~a~f ~~~; night every time I went over there 
02:18:32 PM I slept in Dusty's room 
02:18:54 PM Early winter October November and December did stay at the 
residence in Dusty's pop up trailer. It was on North side of house 
02:19:31 PM Arthur Object Verharen 
02:19:38 PM Judge Sustained 
Gibler 
02:19:42 PM Trailer was on side of house. Me and fiance stayed there 
Defendant probably 7-10 times in trailer. No one else could know we were 
staying there. 
I 02:20:48 PM I We came at night to go in the trailer. It was low enough so it 
wasn't noticeable and we would leave in the day 
02:21:23 PM Yes, I had access to the inside of the house. There were 3 times 
we went in the house. To get warm, dry off and do laundry and 
relax. Dusty and Jordan was with me those times. The laundry 
was by kitchen. 
02:22:31 PM December 22, 2012--went to the residence on Honeysuckle to 
get my clothes. I had jeans and underwear and 2 shirts and they 
were in Dusty's room in my black duffle bag. Had left them in late 
November. Went there in early morning and no one was there. I 
knocked on the door and no one answered. I opened the door 
pet the dogs, got my clothes and then got the dumb idea and 
saw the IPAD. Dusty's door was closed not locked. I went in and 
took bag went upstairs and got a drink. I saw the IPAD in the 
glass case in the kitchen. I contemplated on it and I made a 
dumb choice and took it. I left and realized it the next day when 
saw in my car and I went down to see what it was worth. I was 
withdrawing from drugs and went to Edward Jewelry and Loan to 
see what I could get for it. I contacted the owners. 
02:26:50 PM My intent was to see what is was worth to see if I could get a 
loan 
02:27:23 PM He said I would rather sell it and he convinced me to sell it. 
Before it I did want to return it. Wanted to give it back to James 
Ha. It was before I went to Edwards Jewelry and loan. 
02:28:27 PM When I entered residence on honeysuckle did not have intent to 
steal something 
02:28:47 PM f ;.:;u Loats II Nothing more 
02:28:53 PM Arthur Cross exam 
Verhren 
02:28:59 PM Dusty was fine me going there when he wasn't there. I stayed at 
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II II 
camper 7-10 times October to December. 3 of the times we went II 
Defendant in with Dusty. I had been in the house prior ,,vith Dusty. I didn't 
have key, didn't pay rent, didn't pay utilities. Dusty gave me 
permission to go in house. No one else did. 
02:31:09 PM Went to the camper in the day or the night. Dusty jacked up the 
trailer and I did it to. We would sleep there. Dusty and I use Pot 
and oppiates. Dusty was trying to hide it. Mr. ha knew I was an 
addict. This is why the deception. I was under the influence 
when went in the house. Mr. Ha and Mr. Miller and cousin was 
gone. Cousin had been gone 2-3 weeks. It was a work day. I 
assumed Ha and Miller were at work. My clothes were at the 
house for 2 weeks. I would know they would come home. Didn't 
know when they would be home. I had no money when went in 
the house. I wanted my clothes. I was high when went in the 
house. I took zanax and oxycodone before went in the house. I 
did this all night. I used the previous day as well. I barely 
remember because of the drugs. I remember bits and pieces. My 
judgment was gone. You forget though. I left it in my car and 
found it next day. I forgot about it. I got to the residence from 
fiances car. It was Dusty's house as well as others. I was 
allowed to stay there when Dusty was in town. Last time I was 
there I left my clothes. I left my clothes there in mid November. 
Duffie bag was there when Dusty was there. I left duffle bag 2-3 
weeks. Didn't go back to get bag when Dusty was there. I went 
when it was convient for me 
02:41:40 PM ~m" ,u~• mid November when I left bag there 
02:41:56 PM left in early December 
02:42:10 PM 1v1c1yuc nis dates were wrong. He left early December 
02:42:26 PM He was not there for 3 weeks when left bag there 
02:42:52 PM He was maybe home 3 days 
1~3:12PM We used girlfriends car 
2.43:32 PM I went when it was convenient for me 
02:43:50 PM I told officer last time I was at the house was September. i was 
not being honest with Officer 
02:44:13 PM I _ :'.: IPAD to Edwards Pawn the next day 
I 02:44:44 PM ~ ~~~·:e to Edwards Pawn with stolen IPAD 
I 02:45:01 PM I spoke with Mr. Schorzman 
I 02:45:28 PM I didn't read pawn receipt, like anyone else 
02:45:45 PM I know the difference between pawn and selling 
II 02:45:54 PM My intent was to get a loan 
02:46:04 PM He coarised me into selling. He twisted my arm, yeah 
I II 
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I 02:46:41 PM Drugs were still in my system when I went in I 
02:47:07 :e ;::·-! 1.·:as to get money for drugs 
02:47:36 PM It had a cracked screen and didn't work well and yes I bought 
drugs with the money 
I 02:47:55 PM I 11 went back next day to try to fix, but didn't 
I 02:48:06 PM II 111 only went back once I 
I 02:48:14 PM II Fred Loats II object I 
I 02:48:19 PM I Judge !sustained I Gibler 
02:48:22 PM Arthur I cross exam 
I Verharen 
02:48:27 PM Defendant 
I didn't tell Mr. Ha what I did. I got scared. Didn't try to get IPAD 
back 
02:48:57 PM Told elaborate story to Officer Reneau. I didn't make up Tony. 
He sold drugs. Told Officer he sold pills to Dusty 
02:50:15 PM Tony Lewis exists and he sells pills 
02:50:36 PM I told Officer I got IPAD from Tony 
02:50:55 PM Fred Loats Object 
I 02:50:59 PM Judge !sustained 
I Gibler 
I 02:51:04 PM Defendant I I assumed what I was going to see Detective Reneau about 
I 02:51 :22 PM I I made up story on the way there 
02:51:28 PM I knew I was going to lie to officer 
1~1:46 PM : :,;-,- ,. they had pawn receipt 
02:52:03 PM I I I was under withdraws that day 
02:52:12 PM Detective didn't coerse me 
:52:47 PM Exhibit 1 is pawn receipt 
02:53:09 PM It does say I am sole owner and proper person to dispose and 
over 18 
02:5 . I did sign it. I didn't read it 
02:54:01 PM Arthur No questions 
Verharen 
02:54:08 PM ~:: ~ n!ltc .. Nothing more and no more evidence 
02:54:25 PM Judge Evidence is concluded now 
Gibler 
02:54:37 PM Send jury out, will recall 
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02:58:31 PM Arthur 
Verharen 
Jury is out 
ack on the record, all present, jury is out 
e will bring jury back tomorrow 
Bailiff informed me, juror no. 7 Mr. Chapin he knows Mr. Week's 
girlfriend 
We can question him or we can make him the alternate 
More sense to bring him back in 
We can make him alternate 
02:58:43 PM Fred Loats He should be asked if it makes a difference 
02:59:05 PM Judge 
Gibler 
02:59:18 PM Mr. 
Chapin-
Juror 
03:00:04 PM Arthur 
Verharen 
Lets bring in the juror 
Informed bailiff I know Mr. Weeks girlfriend. Worked with her last 
summer at Quemelin Park in Post Falls. Haven't spoke with her 
about the case. Haven't seen her since end of August. Just 
wanted to let you know 
No questions 
03:00:12 PM Fred Loats No questions 
03:00: 18 PM Judge 
Gibler 
Recall the jury 
Excuse the jury for the day 
Return tomorrow at 9am 
J Admonishes all jurors 
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Description CR 2013-5128 Weeks, Jesse 20140429 Jury Trial 
CR 2013-12530 VVeeks, Jesse 20140429 Jury Trial 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
Date 14/29/20141 Location 111 K-COURTROOM9 
Time Speaker I Note 
I 09:10:32 AM Judge Jury Trial-Defendant is present, not in custody, Day 1 AM 
Gibler 
I 09:14:47 AM 27 jurors selected and seated prior by bailiff/computer 
I 09:22:38 AM Clerk II Swears entire jury panel for Vair Dire Oath 
I 09:25:07 AM I Judge Vair Dire to jury panel 
Gibler 
I 09:50:25 AM I Arthur Vair Dire to jury panel 
Verharen 
10:02:06 AM Arthur Pass Panel for Cause 
Verharen 
10:02:08 AM Judge Break now, admonishes juror, 
Gibler 
10:02:23 AM Fred 
lvoir Dire lo jury panel 
I Loats 
10:25:14 AM Pass Panel for Cause 
10:25:24 AM Judge We will do challenges now in chambers, 
Gibler 
10:25:34 AM Admonishes entire jury panel 
10:25:55 AM I I Case is recalled 
10:48:08 AM 13 selected jurors are called 
10:49:08 AM Arthur Confirm jury selected properly 
Verharen 
10:49:19 AM Fred Confirm jury selected properly 
Loats 
10:50:35 AM Clerk -.,~ ju,y for Try Cause Oath 
10:50:47 AM Judge Excuses jurors not selected 
Gibler 
:11 AM Opening Instructions given to jury 
11:04:07 AM Arthur Opening Statements given to jury 
Verharen 
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11 :07:17 AM II :re~ II Ooenina Statements qiven to iurv I Loats I . - - . . 
11:10:00 AM Arthur Call James Ha 
VerhareN 
11:10:09 AM Sworn for testimony, reside in CDA ID, Kootenai County ID, lived 
there 3.5 years, employed at Green Stone Homes, I am 
superintendent there. I do use an IPAD for work. I was living there 
in 2012. In 2012, Nick MIiier and Dusty Dersham were living there 
James Ha in 2012--friends from high school. The house has a basement, 2 
bedrooms on each floor, 1 bathroom on each floor. Laundry room 
is upstairs. IN 2012 I had bedroom downstairs and Mr. Dershem 
was next to me and Mr. Miller was upstairs. Mr. Dershem moved 
out 2 months ago 
11:13:39AM Identifies defendant in courtroom. I know Mr. Weeks through 
Dusty. He is Dusty' s cousin. Defendant came over with Dusty in 
past. He was there maybe once or twice. Mr. Dershem works in 
North Dakota. He worked there back in 2012 also. 
11 :14:51 AM His scheduled vary. 2 weeks on and 2 weeks off and at beginning 
he was gone for 2 months. Defendant would visit when he was 
back. Weeks didn't visit when he Dershem was gone. He did not 
have permission to come in our home when we were not there. 
He did not keep personal items there at our house. I never saw 
any of his belongings at our house in 2012. Don't recall Mr. 
Weeks at our house after summer of 2012. There is a pop up 
trailer at our house. It was at our residence in 2012. No one lived 
in the pop up trailer. I would have noticed if someone was living in 
trailer. In December of 2012 I had IPAD 2--used for work. It was 
provided to me through Green Stone. It did have a crack on the 
screen. It functioned ok. I kept it in our dining area in a glass case. 
Dining room is attached to the kitchen. Fall of 2012 Mr. Dershem 
was in North Dakota at that time. I recall him being in North 
Dakota. I noticed IPAD missing in December of 2012. I gave it a 
week before I called the police about it. I reported it in late 
December of 2012. Never got IPAD back 
11:21:36 AM Arthur No further questions 
Verharen 
11:21:42AM Fred Cross exam Loats 
11:21:50AM 
I worked for Green Stone Homes when this occurred. I work 7-4. 
Leave house at 630am. Work Monday-Friday. Weeks was Dusty's 
cousin and I had seen Jesse with Dusty at the house. It was 
James Ha summer in 2012. I got IPAD around September 2012. The screen 
was cracked. The pop up trailer was on the property north side of 
the house in fall of 2012. The property is fenced. It is a corner lot. 
Honeysuckle and Day St. No one was living or staying in the fall 
of 2012. It could be possible someone stayed there at night and 
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II II 
11:28:26 AM Fred 
Loats 
11:28:31 AM Arthur 
Verharen 




II left before we saw. Dusty had schedule where he was gone and 
ihen back. His room was right next to my iOOm. Same side of 
house. His bedroom was open while he was gone. Casual 
observations, nothing changed in his room. He started 2 weeks on 
and 2 weeks off schedule in January or February in 2013. This is 
by my memory, nothing written down 
Nothing more 
Nothing more 
Break for lunch now--admonishes jurors 
Return to Courtroom 14 at 1pm 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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INSTRUCTION NO. f 
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you what will 
be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be doing. At the 
end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to reach your decision. 
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening statement, the 
defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has presented its case. 
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge(s) against the defendant. The 
defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the defense does present 
evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to answer the 
defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law. 
After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given time for 
closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you 
understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither are 
the closing arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to 
make your decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the 
exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in court .. 
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INSTRUCTION NO 2,-
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to those 
facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions regardless 
of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state the law to be. 
You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The order in 
which the instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law 
requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor 
prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these 
duties is vital to the administration of justice. 
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At 
times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness' 
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of 
law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be 
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an 
exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not 
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shown. 
Similarly, ifl tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of 
your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should apply 
in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you from the 
courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. Your are not to 
speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the trial 
run more smoothly. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence" and 
"hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the evidence 
admitted in this trial. 
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of the 
facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it. 
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you to 
this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs you 
detennine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you attach 
to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in making 
these decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations. 
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YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, JESSE JAY WEEKS, is charged J c o<J,.-t ;. J 
with the crime of BURGLARY, allegedly committed as follows: that the defendant, 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, on or about the 24th day of December, 2012, in the County of 
Kootenai, State of Idaho, did enter into a certain building, to-wit: Edwards Jewelry and 
Loan, with the intent to commit the crime of theft by disposing of stolen property. To 
this charge the defendant has pled not guilty. 
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/ 
INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
The filing of a criminal charge against the defendant is a mere accusation against 
the defendant and does not constitute any evidence of the defendant's guilt. You are not 
to be prejudiced or influenced to any extent against the defendant because a criminal 
charge has been made. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is 
presumed to be innocent. The presumption of innocence means 
two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the 
defendant guilty. The state has that burden throughout the 
trial. The defendant is never required to prove innocence, 
nor does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at 
all. 
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond 
a reasonable doubt. A reasonable doubt is not a mere 
possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason 
and common sense. It may arise from a careful and impartial 
consideration of all the evidence, or from lack of 
evidence. If after considering all the evidence you have a 
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find 
the defendant not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 1 
If during the trial I may say or do anything which 
suggests to you that I am inclined to favor the claims or 
position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be 
influenced by any such suggestion. I will not express nor 
intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, any 
opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of 
belief; what facts are or are not established; or what 
inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any 
expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to 
any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. <3' 
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you do take 
notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury room to decide 
the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do not hear other answers by 
witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room. 
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not be 
overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one person the 
duty of taking notes for all of you. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
It is important that as jurors and officers of this 
court you obey the following instructions at any time you 
leave the jury box, whether it.be for recesses of the court 
during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home 
at night. 
Do not discuss this case during the trial with anyone, 
including any of the attorneys, parties, witnesses, your 
friends, or members of your family. "No discussion" also 
means no emailing, text messaging, and any other form of 
communication, electronic or otherwise. 
Do not discuss this case with other jurors until you 
begin your deliberations at the end of the trial. Do not 
attempt to decide the case until you begin your 
deliberations. 
I will give you some form of this instruction every 
time we take a break. I do that not to insult you or 
because I don't think you are paying attention, but because 
there is .a natural temptation for jurors to discuss the 
case with fellow jurors since sitting as a juror is the one 
thing you have in common 
There are at least two reasons for this rule. First, 
we want you keep an open mind during the entire trial. When 
you talk about things, you start to make decisions about 
them. It is very important that you not make any decisions 
about this case until you have heard all the evidence at 
the end of the trial. Second, we want all of you working 
together as a group of twelve when you deliberate. 
Ignore any attempted improper communication. If any 
person tries to talk to you about this case, tell that 
person that you cannot discuss the case because you are a 
juror. If that person persists, simply walk away and 
report the incident to the bailiff. 
Do not make any independent ,personal.investigations 
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into any facts or locations connected with this case. Do 
not look up any information from any source, including the. 
internet. In our daily lives we may be used to looking for 
information on-line as a matter of routine. You cannot do 
that with respect to this case. 
In a trial it can be very tempting for jurors to do 
their own research. You must resist that temptation for 
our system of justice to work as it should. I specifically 
instruct that you must decide the case only on the evidence 
received here in court. If you communicate with anyone 
about the case or do outside research during the trial it 
could cause us to have to start the trial over with new 
jurors. 
Do not communicate any private or special knowledge 
about any of the facts of this case to your fellow jurors. 
Do not read or listen to any news reports about this case, 
whether those reports are in newspapers or the internet, or 
on radio or television. 
While you are actually deliberating in the jury room, 
the bailiff will confiscate all cell phones and other means 
of electronic communications. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. I t> 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the law. 
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and ignore 
others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the rules, you are bound 
to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my instruction 
that you must follow. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 1 I 
Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count separately on 
the evidence and the law that applies to it, uninfluenced by your decision as to any other count. 
The defendant may be found guilty or not guilty on one or any of the offenses charged. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. IY 
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you find the 
crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise date. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. I ~ 
In every crime or public offense there must exist a union, or joint operation of act 
and intent. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. / i 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not in 
any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to determine the 
appropriate penalty or punishment. 
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;/" 
INSTRUCTION NO. _j___2 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the essential elements of the crime of 
~""+ l 
BURGLARYAwith which the defendant is charged are: 
1. That on or about the 22nd day of December, 2012; 
2. in the State ofldaho; 
3. the defendant, JESSE JAY WEEKS; 
4. entered a certain house, and; 
5. at the time entry was made, the defendant had the specific intent to 
commit the crime of theft. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, you must find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. / ~ --
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the essential elements of the crime of 
C..ov~ ~ '2. 
BURGLAR Yt,\with which the defendant is charged are: 
1. That on or about the 24th day of December, 2012; 
2. in the State of Idaho; 
3. the defendant, JESSE JAY WEEKS; 
4. entered a certain building, and; 
5. at the time entry was made, the defendant had the specific intent to 
commit the crime of theft. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, you must find the defendant guilty. 
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I-, 
INSTRUCTION NO. / ' 
The manner or method of entry is not an essential element of the crime of 
burglary. An entry can occur without the use of force or the breaking of anything. 
The intent to commit the crime of theft must have existed at the time of entry. 
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/ /') 
INSTRUCTION NO. _!_1:5_ 
To prove that the defendant intended to commit a theft inside a house and/or 
building, the State is not required to prove that there was anything of value inside, nor 
must it prove that the defendant knew there was anything of value inside. Likewise, the 
State is not required to prove that the defendant actually stole or attempted to steal 
anything. The State need only prove that when the defendant entered the house and/or 
building the defendant intended to steal anything inside that the defendant might desire to 
take or intended to commit the offense of theft. 
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INSTRUCTION NO / ""I 
A person steals property and commits theft when, with intent to deprive another 
of property or appropriate the same to the person or to a third party, such person 
wrongfully takes, obtains, or withholds such property from an owner thereof. 
A person also commits theft when such person knowingly received, retains, 
conceals, obtains control over, possesses, or disposes of stolen property, knowing the 
property to have been stolen or under such circumstances as would reasonably induce 
him to believe that the property was stolen, and; 
(a) intends to deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit of the 
property; or 
(b) knowingly uses, conceals or abandons the property in such manner as to 
deprive the owner permanently of such use or benefit; or 
( c) uses, conceals or abandons the property knowing such use, concealment or 
abandonment probably will deprive the owner permanently of such use 
or benefit. 
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Instruction No. 2__0 
If you unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of BurglaryJrou must 
acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the included offense of 
Unlawful Entry. 
In order for the defendant to be found guilty of Unlawful Entry, the state must 
prove each of the following: 
1. On or about December 22, 2012 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Jesse Jay Weeks entered a certain house, a residence located at 
3870 North Honeysuckle Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
4. without the permission of the owner or the owner's agent or any person in 
lawful possession of the house, and 
5. such entry was not made under a landlord-tenant relationship. 
If any of the above had not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, you must find the defendant guilty. 
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Instruction No. :Z \ 
It is for you, the jury, to determine from all the evidence in this case, applying the 
law as given in these instructions, whether defendant is guilty or not guilty of the offense 
charged or of any included offense. 
With respect to the facts alleged in the Information, the offense of Burglary, Co., .... -\ \, 
includes the offense of Unlawful Entry. It is possible for you to return any one, but only 
one of the following verdicts: 
__ GUILTY of Burglary. 
__ GUILTY of Unlawful Entry. 
NOT GUILTY. --
When you are deliberating you should first consider the crime charged. You 
should consider the included offense only in the event the state has failed to convince_ 
you beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt with respect to the crime 
charged. 
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Instruction No. i-.. 'J... 
Cav l'\-\- 2-
If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of BurglaryAyou must 
acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the included offense of 
Theft by Disposing of Stolen Property. 
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Instruction -:, ·D J.. ;> 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of Theft by Disposing of Stolen Property, 
the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about December 24, 2012 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the defendant Jesse Jay Weeks knowingly disposed of an iPad 2 
. . . 
4. knowing the property was stolen 
5. such property was in fact stolen, and 
6. any of the following occurred: 
( a) the defendant had the intent to deprive the owner permanently ofthe use or 
benefit of the property, or 
(b) the defendant knowingly used, concealed or abandoned the property in such 
manner as to deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit of the property, or 
( c) the defendant used, concealed, or abandoned the property knowing that such 
use, concealment, or abandonment would have probably deprived the owner 
permanently of the use or benefit of the property. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find 
the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty. 
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Property is stolen when a person wrongfully takes, obtains or withholds it from 
the owner with the intent to deprive the owner of the property or to appropriate it to any 
person other than the owner. 
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Instruction No. ) ~ 
It is for you, the jury, to determine from all the evidence in this case, applying the 
law as given in these instructions, whether defendant is guilty or not guilty of the offense 
charged or any included offense. 
With respect to the facts alleged in the Information, the offense of Burglary, <:'.:o~ .... 1?, 
includes the offense of Disposing of Stolen Property. It is possible for you to return any 
one, but only one of the following verdicts: 
__ GUILTY of Burglary. 
--GUILTY of Disposing of Stolen Property. 
NOTGUILTY. 
When you are deliberating you should first consider the crime charged. You 
should consider the included offense only in the event the state has failed to convince 
you beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt with respect to the crime 
charged. 
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Instruction No. 2_~ 
You heard testimony that the defendant made a statement to the police concerning 
the crime charged in this case. You must decide what, if any, statements were made and 
give them the weight you believe is appropriate, just as you would any other evidence or 
statements in the case. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 2 G, 
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of some of 
the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. In a few 
minutes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury 
room for your deliberations. 
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember the facts 
differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your decision on what 
you remember. 
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It is 
rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the 
case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the begimring, your sense of pride 
may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong. 
Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can 
be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the truth. 
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making your 
individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the evidence you 
have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that relates to this 
case as contained in these instructions. 
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and change 
your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest discussion that your 
original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw and heard during the trial 
and the law as given you in these instructions. 
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the objective of 
reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of 
you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and 
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors. 
However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of 
evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels 
otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ) I 
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who will preside over 
your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues 
submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every juror has a chance to 
express himself or herself upon each question. 
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the presiding 
officer will sign it and you will return it into open court. 
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise. 
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully discussed the 
evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with me, you may 
send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how the jury stands until 
you have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so. 
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you with these 
instructions. 
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INSTRUCTION·No. '2,8 
The exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are part of the official court 
record. For this reason please do not alter them or mark on them in any way. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _2_g_ 
Our law provides that "no act committed by a person while in a state of voluntary intoxication 
is less criminal by reason of the person having been in such condition." 
This means that voluntary intoxication, if the evidence shows that the defendant was in such a 
condition when the defendant allegedly committed the crime charged, is not a defense in this 
case. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, 
Defendant. 










Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, unanimously find the Defendant Jesse Jay Weeks, 
~ GUILTY of Burglary. 
__ GUILTY of Disposing of Stolen Property. 
NOT GUILTY. 
Dated this ')o day of April, 2014. 
--.:2 -1 ~~-----... 
Pfisiding Juror 
VERDICT I 
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Assigned to: _____ __, ....... 
Assigned: _____ -".:+=-;;:.:;::l~-';-;;:;-;:_--:;:c-: 
First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Jesse Jay Weeks 
2836 S Greensferry Rd 
Coeur D Alene, ID 83814 
~~ se No: GR ~Q10 0005128 




ROA: PSI01- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
On this Wednesday, April 30, 2014, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable Fred M. 
Gibler to be completed for Court appearance on: 7/Llf /14 / fJ"'SO l'tJvJ at the above stated courthouse. 
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PS101 ROA code) 
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other Evaluator: 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine D ACJ D Restitution D Other: ------------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Frederick G Loats _______ _ 
PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR ___________ _ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: 
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? 
DYES vo ~O If yes where: _______________ _ D YES if yes, what is the language? ___________ _ 
,/ '1~rn~ 
Date: __ :(+..-::..-~3-.......D_~.__c_j....,,__Signature: --------------
Judge 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM14 ""' 7/14/2014 Page 1 of2 
Description J CR 2013-5128 Weeks, Jesse 20140714 Sentencing 
CR 2013-12530 Vveeks, Jesse 20140714 Sentencing 
Judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
Date 111.q.JLO~ Location 111 K-COURTROOM14 
Time Speaker I Note I 
10:31:01 AM Judge Sentencing Hearing, Defendant is present, not in custody 
Gibler 
10:35:34 AM Fred He has reviewed report. Corrections to report given to court 
Loats 
10:41:39 AM Tara Burglary 4 years, 2 plus 2 years, suspend sentence, 3 years 
Malek supervised probation and 60 days local jail 
10:41:58 AM Unlawful Entry Charge 60 days local jail concurrent with felony, 
ask restitution be left open 60 days 
10:42:33 AM Ask for withheld judgment. He is good candidate, no priors, low 
risk by Gain assessment. He will successfully complete probation. 
No doubt substance abuse was issue in these cases. It was 18 
months ago. He recognized and has addressed the substance 
abuse. He has been in the Phoenix Program. He is in the 
Fred program for another 9 months. He is really trying hard to prove to 
Loats court and family that this isn't the person he is. Ask for withheld 
judgment. He has always been willing to make restitution for the 
IPAD. We never got a restitution figure. He is still willing to do 
this. Ask court to not impose the jail sentence. More appropriate 
would be community service or labor program. If court does order 
jail, we would need work release 
10:48:27 AM Apologize for being late. I have been clean for past 1.5 years. I 
Defendant apologize to all victims and court. I coach little league, I umpire 
also. Accept any sentencing you may give me. 
10:50:07 AM Judge 
The only explanation for this crime is that Mr. Weeks was a drug 
Gibler 
addict and under influence at the time. It didn't really make any 
sense. None of the facts made any sense 
10:51:27 AM Grant withheld judgment 2 years--understand if you violate your 
probation, you will lose withheld judgment. It is automatic. The 
sentence would generally be harsher if your back. 
10:52:12 AM I I 2 years supervised probation 
10:53:20 AM I I Restitution to be left open 60 days 
10:53:36 AM PSI not to exceed 100.00 
10:53~1 Court Costs 240.50 ..... 
10:54:13 AM Probation conditions reviewed iryco\rt with qe/endant 
I 
(__//'fuffiJ~L, 
file://R:\District\Criminal\Gibler\CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse 20140714 Sentencing.htm 7/15/2014 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM14 0" 7/14/2014 Page 2 of2 
1110:56:34 AM I 
I 10:56:55 AM I 
110:57:12 AM I 
10:57:54 AM 
90 days discretionary days for probation officer 
100 hours community service by 12/31/14, ems fees 80.00 
30 shifts labor program, sign up within 7 days and complete by 
3/1/15 
Misdemeanor Case--30 days labor program concurrent with 
felony case 
Court Costs 152.50 
Probation is 2 years same terms and conditions as felony 
Report to probation by 4pm 7 /15/14 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file://R:\District\Criminal\Gibler\CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse 20140714 Sentencing.htm 7/15/2014 
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'clock 'A- M 
DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 













Case No: CR-2013-12530 
JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
 
 
The block checked below constitutes the Judgment and Sentence in the above 
matter(s). 
--"--__ .. ,ORDER SUSPENDING JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
V ORDER WITHHOLDING JUDGMENT 
__ ORDER RETAINED JURISDICTION 
COMMITTED TO IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS ---
On ::::f J ( 1 I '1 1 z_o fl.-{ , before the Honorable Fred M. Gibler, District Judge, 
you, Jesse Jay Weeks, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were 
:r= JV\ ~le (~ , Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai, County, Idaho and 
your lawyer, E J_ 0"-..+~ 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered pre-sentence report having been filed, and the 
Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the pre-sentence report and 
review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain, correct or 
deny parts of the pre-sentence report, and having done so, and you having been given the 
- 1 -
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opportunity to make a statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by 
counsel for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment 
and sentence should not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its judgment and 
sentence as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT that 
you, Jesse Jay Weeks, 
having been advised of and having waived your constitutional rights to a) trial by jury; b) 
remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having pled guilty to, or 
having been found guilty by a jury of the criminal offenses charged in the Information, 
on file herein as follows: 
A Felony, 118-1401, Burglary 
THAT YOU, Jesse Jay Weeks, ARE GUILTY OF THE CRIMES SO CHARGED, 
and now, therefore, 
__ Vl_ IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to LC.§ 19-2513, you, 
Jesse Jay Weeks, are sentenced as follows: 
-- IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you, Jes ay Weeks, shall be given credit for time 
served on the above sentence(s) as follow · 
CR-2013-001253 ____ days credit for time served. 
__ IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, the Court sh etainjurisdiction for pursuant to LC. 
§ 19-2601. Upon completion etain jurisdiction program Defendant shall be 
transported back to Kootenai C ty and to the custody of the Kootenai County Public Safety 
Building. 
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THE (;UlJKl' RE(;UMMEND~ for the 'ant the foiiowing retained 
jurisdiction sentencing option: 
[ ] Correctional Alternative Place 
[ ] Retained Jurisdiction (Tra · ional Rider) [RJTR]. 
[ ] Therapeutic Comm · (TC Rider) [RJTC]. 
ent Program (CAPP) Followed by Problem 
ERED that Jesse Jay Weeks is committed to the custody of the 
Idaho State Board of Co ection on the date of the sentencing hearing. 
/IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to LC.§ 19-2601, Judgment and Sentence 
are withheld for a period of Z...... years. 
--~ IS FURTHER ORDERED that, execution of the above sentence be suspended. 
~T IS FURTHER ORDERED that, you are placed on supervised probation for a period 
of ~ears upon the terms and conditions identified and set forth on the attached Schedule of 
Probation Terms and Conditions. 
~TIS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to J.C.§ 19-5302 that the court shall reserve 
jurisdiction to allow the State to file a memorandum of restitution. Upon the filing of a 
memorandum of restitution within & l> days, the Court shall enter an order in said amount 
unless the defendant files an objection and notice of hearing on the issue within twenty-eight 
(28) days of the filing of the memorandum of restitution. Thereafter, a separate civil judgment 
shall be entered against you, Jesse Jay Weeks, and in favor of your victims. Such civil 
judgment shall bear statutory interest from the date of each offense. 
__ /IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated, 
provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to J.C.§ 19-2923. 
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~at in the presence of your probation officer, you shaU on a certified copy of this order 
and the attached Schedule of Probation Terms and Conditions endorse your receipt of a copy of 
this order and shall have initialed your acceptance, agreement, and consent to each of the terms 
and conditions contained in this order and attachment. Your probation officer shall return to the 
court the certified copy that contains your endorsement. 
~ IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall reimburse the Idaho Department of Correction 
for the cost of the presentence report in an amount not to exce be paid directly to the 
Probation & Parole Office. 
__ IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall pay court costs and fees 8 
That you shall pay additional costs, fees, restitution and reimbursements as follows: 
a. Reimburse Costs of Prosecution 
b. Reimburse Costs of Defense 
c. Reimburse District Court Fund 
d. Reimburse Idaho State Police Lab 
e. Community Service Fee 
f. Community Service Insurance Fee 
g. Reimbursement for Evaluations 
h. Fine 
All of the above sums ( except for the cost of the presentence report that is to be paid directly to 
Probation and Parole) shall be paid to the County Clerk at the Kootenai County Courthouse, in 
monthly installments to be determined by your probation officer, based upon your ability to pay. 
Based upon a periodic review of your financial circumstances, your probation officer may increase or 
decrease the amount of your monthly payment, it being the intent that your financial obligations 
under this sentence be paid in full prior to your discharge from probation. All payments shall be 
made in the form of cash, cashier's check or money order. The clerk shall distribute the payments in 
the priority set by the Idaho Supreme Court. A $2.00 handling fee will be imposed on each 
installment/partial payment. 
-4-
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, Jesse Jay Weeks, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have the right to appeal 
this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) 
days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, 
you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this -t..:i day of_r,-~-t-----' 2014. 
f-flN\~ 
JUDGMENT & SENTENCE 
FRED M. GIBLER 
District Judge 
- 5 -
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STATE v Jesse Jay Weeks Kootenai Case No. CR-2013-0012530 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
Unless stricken out, the Probation Terms and Conditions for the 
disposition(s) in the above mater(s) are as follows: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that you shall comply with each of the following TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
v( That you shall commit no violations of any law of the United States of America, or of 
any law of any other country, or of any law of any state, county, city, or other political subdivision. 
~ That you shall comply with all of the rules, regulations and requirements of the Idaho 
Department of Corrections. 
That the court shall reserve jurisdiction for {aQ__ days to determine the amount of 
restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. The amount shall be determined from time to 
time by stipulation or upon notice and hearing. 
~ That you shall attend and complete such rehabilitation, educational, and vocational 
training programs as your probation officer may designate. 
That you shall make every effort to obtain and maintain full time employment or be 
enrolled in a full time educational program. 
~ That you shall attend and complete such substance abuse and mental health counseling 
as your probation officer may designate . 
./{ That you submh to analysis of your blood, breath or urine at your own expense at the 
request of your probation officer or any law enforcement officer. 
~ That you shall not purchase, possess, or use any substance intended to alter the results 
of urinalysis testing for the presence of controlled substances or alcohol. 
- 6 -
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/ 
11"9. That you shall submit to searches of your person, personai property, automobiies, and 
residence without a search warrant at the request of your probation officer. 
\/"lo. 
vr;_ 
That you shall consume no alcoholic beverages during the period of your probation. 
That you shall not enter any establishment wherein the primary source of revenue is 
the sale of alcoholic beverages except for the purposes of employment. 
That you shall perform and complete one hundred (100) hours of community service 
on a periodic basis approved by your probation officer, but in any event not later than 
Ue...c. ~ \' 2...0 Ii 
_________0'3. By accepting this probation you do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and 
also agree that you will not contest any effort by any State to return you to the State of Idaho. 
~- That you shall not associate with any individuals specified by your probation officer. 
,-,15. That you shall, at the request of your probation officer, submit to a polygraph 
examination at your expense. 
v16. If requested by your probation officer, you will be required to reside in either the State 
of Idaho or within the intensive supervision service area. 
v17. That you shall pay to the Idaho Department of Corrections its costs of supervision of 
your probation. 
18. That you shall incarceration in the Kootenai County Jail 
.m. 
19. · on you shall be granted work release provided you 
shall comply with each and every con · on of your release program. 
~O. That you shall serve 3 0 days on the Kootenai County Sheriffs Work Program. 
You shall sign up for such program within seven (7) working days of .:I"J{ 1 ( '-/ 1 '2, d l'fand 
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thereafter complete such service by 3 i I ( j !" You shaii com pi y with ali the terms, ruies and 
conditions of the work program. 
di. That in addition to any other local incarceration you are given ninety (90) days in the 
county jail to be served and imposed at the discretion of your probation officer and upon the written 
approval of the District Court. 
v'22. You shall submit to random substance abuse testing at your expense and as requested 
by your probation officer. 
If requested by your probation officer, you shall apply for admission to Drug Court. If 
accepted by the Drug Court, you shall fully participate in and satisfactorily complete the Drug Court 
program. 
~- Any substance abuse treatment or mental health treatment recommended following an 
evaluation pursuant to I.C. 19-2524 shall be paid for by the Department of Health and Welfare 
subject to reimbursement by the defendant. 




UDGMENT & SENTENCE 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that so iong as you abide by and perform all of the foregoing 
conditions, entry of judgment and sentence will continue to be suspended. If you successfully 
complete your probation, the charges against you may be reduced upon your application. If you 
violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be brought before the Court for 
imposition of your suspended judgment and sentence. 
DATED this L.=\- day of_r------=-~,------' 2014. 
,,fdMJiu-
FIIBD M. GIBLER 
District Judge 
RECEIPT BY DEFENDANT 
I, Jesse Jay Weeks, hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy of the foregoing disposition order 
and hereby accept and agree to the incorporated terms and conditions of probation. By accepting this 
probation, I do hereby agree that if I am placed on probation to a destination outside the State of 
Idaho, or if I leave the confines of the State of Idaho, with or without the permission of my probation 
officer, I do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho. I further agree that I will not contest any 
effort by any State to return me to the State of Idaho. 
Dated this __ day of ________ ., 2014. 
Jesse Jay Weeks Witness 
- 9 -
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ICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the / L{ day of , , 2014 copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were emailed, faxed, mailed-posta e prep , or sent interoffice to: 
___ c/r___,,, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAXED: 208-446-1833 
___ C/_ Defense Attorney: Frederick G Loats 
[ ]EMAILED: fgloats@frontier.com 
~AXED: (208) 664-3644 
___ 6ootenai County Sheriffs Department EMAILED to "Jail Group" 
___ t./"1_ Irldaho Probation & Parole ~EMAILED: distl@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED: 208-769-1481 
____ Idaho Department of Correction [ ]EMAILED: centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED: 208-327-7445 
~CD Sentencing Team y]EMAILED: ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED: 208-658-2186 
L ('fXJ/JIL[lf/1,p {Xft-J/Lb-,pc~'1?-'L 
JIM BRANNON 
CLE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
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07/23/2014 13:36 Loats Law Office 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P.004/006 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
201~ JUL 23 PH 2: 33 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
' 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 











Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS 
ATTORNEYS, BARRY McHUGH, KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, P.O. 
BOX 9000, COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000, and LAWRENCE WASDEN, 
ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, P.O. BOX 83 720, 
BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0010, and THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant Jesse James Weeks appeal~ against the above named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final Judgment and Sentence entered in the 
above entitled action on July 14, 2014, Honorable Judge Fred M. Gibler presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
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07/23/2014 13:36 Loats Law Office (F AX)208 664 3644 P.005/006 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under the pursuant to Rules 1 l(c)(l) 
and (2) I.AR. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal. 
a. that the Court erred in failing to properly instruct the jury on the elements of 
theft by disposing of stolen property. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No. 
S. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in, hard copy: 
The reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(c), I.A.R, supplemented 
by the following: 
1. Conferences on request instructions. 
2. Instructions verbally given by the Court. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.: 
a. All requested and givenjury instructions; 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a 
transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
Name and Address: Byrl Cinnamon, P.O. Box 527, Wallace, ID 83873. 
(b)(2). That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because the 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
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appellant is indigent and will seek the appointment of the State Appellate Public Defendant's 
Office to represent him in this appeal. 
(c)(2) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of 
the clerk's record because the appellant is indigent and will the appointment of the State 
Appellate Public Defender's Office to represent him in this appeal. 
( d) That this is a criminal appeal and there is no appellate filing fee. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 
and the Attorney General of Idaho. 
Dated this ~.day of July, 2014. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 3 
~4-~,. L d 
FREDERICKG.LOATS 
Attorney for Defendant~Appellant 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
(F AX)208 664 3644 P .001/006 
STATE OF IOAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
201~ jUL 23 PM 2: 33 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND·FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 











Case No. CR 2013-0012530 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
AND FORAPPOINTMENT 
OF COURT APPOINTED 
COUNSEL, NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
Pursuant to Rules 13(c)(9) and 45.1 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, Frederick G. Loats 
hereby moves the Court for an Order allowing him to withdraw as attorney of record for the 
Defendant-Appellant, and on his behalf, hereby moves the Court for an Order appointing counsel 
to represent the Defendant-Appellant in this appeal, by and for the reason that the Defendant-
Appellant has indicated his wish to file and pursue an appeal, and is financially unable to afford 
to pay for the costs of an appeal, including payment of the costs of the transcript and clerk's 
record and attorney f~.es, and therefore will seek appointment of the Appellate Public Defender's 
Office to represent him in the appeal. 
This Motion will be supported by a financial statement to be filled out by the Defendant-
Appellant at the time of hearing. 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COURT APPOINTED COUNSEL 1 . 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 186 of 208
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1dtt--. Counsel intends to call this Motion on for hearing on the _,_ day of 
Dated this2' day of July, 2014. 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COURT APPOINTED COUNSEL 2 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. . 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of July, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was addressed to: 
Jesse J. Weeks, 2836 S. Greensferry Rd., Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax 
Lawrence Wasden, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General, P.O. Box 83720, 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
i;.... .t ·~ '· ~ 
FREDERICK Gi:OATS 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION TO WJTHDRA WAND FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF COURT APPOINTED COUNSEL, NOTICE OF HEARING- 3 
P.003/006 
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\. 
08/06/2014 10:55 Loats Law Office 
2014/P.UG/u6/WED 10:39 KO vu PROSECUTER 
- • If A11)2{1664 3644 \ . • P .0011002 
FAX No. 208 446 , c4 [ STATE ~26 
BAR.R.Y McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Govemmen.tWay/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, lD 83816-9000 




COUNTY OF KOOTENA,lss 
FILED: 
01~ AUG -6 PH 3: 1'6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FJRST nJDlClAL DISTRICT OF nm 
STATE OF IDAHO. lN .AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO. ) 
) CASE NO. CR-Fl3.;J2530 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) STIPULATED MEMORANDUM 
) OF RESTITUTION 
JESSE.J. WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, ARTHUR VERHAREN, Dep1ey Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and Fred Loats Attomey for the defendant and hereby stipulate t.o the following additional 
amount(s) to·be_paidtotheKootenai County Cler~ 324 West Garden, Coeur d'Alene, m 83814m 
the form of cash, certified check or money order: 
Greenstone Homes $250.00 
l~l N·Meadowwood Lane St.e200 
Li"berty Lake, Washington 99019 
DATEDthis__L,dayof ~t,,,,r,i. ""I .2014. 
~ !~:~-:1 '- t..-d. v}vt? {)tA-h I /.0_ 
FRED LOATS ARTHUR VERHAREN1 
Attomey for the Defendant Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STIPULAT.ED MEMORANDUM OF RESTinITION: Page 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 189 of 208
08/06/2014 1 o:56 Loats Law Office 
2014/AUG/06/WED 10:39 KO ~u PROSECUTER 
(f AX)208 664 3644 
FAX No. 208-44b-184 I 
P.002/002 
P. 002 
1hereby certify-that on the __f}__ day of-+-..ll....ll:::;~~~01~, a true and correct copy of 




STIPULATED MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 2 
, ... 
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UDI I ~l~U I 't I .I, I 't L.UlU;i L.l:IW UHl'-11: 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Ste 210 
P.O. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-0831 
Telephone: (208) 667-6424 
Fax: (208) 664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
l",UUIIUU4 
iTATE OF IOAHO 
,:X)UNTY OF i<OOTENAI } SS 
Hi.ED: 
r:Oi~ AUG 12 PM 3: 21 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






JESSE JAY WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) 
Ox_\~-\ 8600 
SUPREME COURT NO 42410 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S 
CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
Defendant/ Appellant hereby objects to the Clerk's Certificate of Appeal filed herein, in the 
following respects: 
1. The Certificate states that a Reporter's Transcript was requested, but "not identified." 
This is in error, the Reporter's Transcript requested was identified in Paragraph S(b) of the Notice 
of Appeal. 
2. The Certificate states that ''no service made" on the Reporter. This is also in error. The 
Court Reporter, Byrl Cinnamon was served with a copy of the Notice of Appeal, as set forth in 
Paragr~ph 7(a) of the Notice of Appeal. 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF APP'EA.L • 1 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 191 of 208
UOI I "'"U I 't I .I, I 't 1.UQ\lil 1.QW UI 11'-'-
Appellant therefor requests that the Court enter an Order directing the Clerk to file an 
amended certificate with the requested corrections made. Appellant intends to call this Objection 
on for hearing on the 14th day of August, 2014 a the 
DATEDthis/2. dayof a t• ..,,,.._ ,2014. 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF APPEAL - .2 
"9. ,L '-1 ,., 0 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney for Appellant 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM14 0n 8/14/2014 
Description CR 2013-12530 Weeks, Jesse 20140814 Motion to Withdraw 
judge Gibler 
Clerk Emily Hamilton 
Court Reporter Byrl Cinnamon 
Date 8/14/2014 Location j 1 K-COURTROOM14 
Time peaker Note 
Page 1 of 1 
o3:1s:OS PM Judge Gibler Motion to Withdraw Attorney, Defendant and Mr. Loats 
present 
o3:1s:17 PM Fred Loats 




Have financial statement for court. He does still want appeal. 
He can't afford to pay for the appeal 
No objection 
Reviews financial statement 
Information is true and correct 
03:20:30 PM Judge Gibler Grant motion to Withdraw Mr. Loats. Appoint Public Defender 
03:20:47 PM lend 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file:///R:/District/Criminal/Gibler/CR%202013-12530%20Weeks,%20Jesse%2020140814... 8/15/2014 
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FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway, Ste 210 
P.O. Box831 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-0831 
Telephone: (208) 667-6424 
Fax: (208) 664-3644 
/SB No. 2147 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






JESSE JAY WEEKS, ) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant: ) 
Aimee I. Hall states the following: 
C.£.JZ)-)~~o 
SUPREME COURT NO 42410 
DECLARATION UNDER THE 
PENALTY OF PERJURY OF 
SERVICE 
1. That I am of legal age and a citizen of the United States of America 
2. That on the 23rd day of July, 2014, I placed the following instruments, to-wit: Notice 
of Appeal in an envelope bearing the following address: 
Burl Cinnamon 
P.O. Box 527 
Wallace, ID 83873 
and sealed the same and mailed with postage prepaid, on the 23rd day of July, 2014. 
DECLARATION UNDER THE 
PENALTY. OF PERJl/RY OF SERVICE· l 
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ua, 14:14:U I ct I ;, , I ct 1.Ud ~;» l.dW UHII,.\:: r' ,UU'tlUU't 
I certify ( or declare) under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that 
the foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this /J. d~yofctMgu f-f , 2014. 
DECLARATION UNDER THE 
PENALTY OF PERJURY OF SERVICE- 2 
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MIJST BE COMPLETED 
TO BE CONSIDERED 
B --H!:.£.f-7"1-1,4.J,o:::l...'1-LJILb~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS'FRftt Ott THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR:. -=-"..._(-=-5_5_~-=~---\J __ ~--=-~-S-=--__ ) 




BY _____________________ ) 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR ) 
 ________________ ) 
CASE NO./ 3- IZ,£36 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and 
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel: 
My current mailing address is: J~~L:, S lz(ee"~{«ry (l-v~ UJ'l..ur J 'ft~ ::l:U 1~il'1 
Street or P.O. Box City State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: __.J...__o_~_-_l;_fl_\_-_~_~_b_rf ________ _ 
Crimes Charged: )., i"J, d-:, \fl.: J tu I e,y, f( o 
I request the Court appoint counsel at county expense; and I agree to reimbur e the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed:1S._yes __ no B. Spouse Employed:_yes __ no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment ______________ _ 
D. Myemployeri~:J Yo"~Jf'\ ~ ... tl::it'.{\f/ C\.~ l..~5°"Cvc..-t'ioY\ 
Address: NjiA _ 
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ 1
1 
S O O Other income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ Food Stamps, Etc.) 
Net Monthly Wages $ I , ) 0 't1 N O $ 
I -------
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment$='=-
Utilities $ N fl 
Clothing $ Al Jl, 
Transportation $___._J -=-D_O __ _ 
School $ /v J it 






$ '2,tJ b 
$ l Z6 
$ N/P,, 
$ &50 Other (Specify) 
0 ,s . 
tf"ob~i ,olfl 
J ~:-f'-v L4ho<' 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 1 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: (cont.) 
DEBTS: Creditor 5(vk:t LJ.7"-""', . Total $ 5 0 , 7,, 1.. 
A11t11~~ Creditor · Mut1\4,11. t.Jes-' b 4 "'-tt--/&uw-.llr'{.,'f'otal $ 3 1 SOO 
$ So. v "2--- per mo 
$ 7S,oo per mo 
AUJJu.,... Creditor M"-~ ~' Total$ 5/)00 $--+/'.J-=-,-AA._.__~permo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we} have cash on hand or in banks $ 300 
B. I (we} own personal property valued at 
C. I (we} own vehicle(s} valued at 
$ 7~';; N LB 
$roo 
D. I (we} own real property valued at $ N J:Y, 
E. I (we} own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ NIA , 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify}: QtV- (..(" ed-f-to...-~ 
-10 vt~rue..- ceec..,'<' o-F ~ , J 100. 6 o . 




Subscribed and sworn to before me this / Y ,20~. 
NOTARY PUBLIC/CLERK/JUDGE 
The above named defendant parent guardian appeared before the 
court on the aforesaid charge and ~uest ~e ; ef'eow:,~L The court having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the applicant; ~ ORDERS _ DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay $ monthly beginning __________ , 20 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ) notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ) the sum of$ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION 0~ V CASE; THIS AMOUNT MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTERED this day of ~ , 204 
4.'--P /Y1~ 
JUdGE 
Custody Status: __ In ~~ 
Bond$ _____ _ 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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STAIE OF IDAHO , f fiif Y OF Koornu,I ss 
FREDERICK G. LOATS 
Attorney at Law 
2005 Ironwood Parkway-Suite 210 
P. 0. Box 831 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone (208)667-6424 
Fax: (208)664-3644 
!SB No. 2147 
Attorney for Def eudant-Appellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) Supreme Court No. 42410 
) Kootenai County Case No. 2013-0012530 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
) TO WITHDRAW AND 
) APPOINTING STATE 
) APPELLATE PUBLIC 
) DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
This matter came on for hearing on counsel's Motion to Withdraw and Appellant's 
application for appointment of the State Appellate Public Defender's Office on the appeal. 
Good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Frederick G. Loats by and hereby is allowed to 
withdraw as attorney ofrecord for the Defendant-Appellant in the above entitled action. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender's Office be and 
hereby is appointed to represent the Defendant-Appellant on the appeal filed herein. 
~.~,j's+ 
Dated this J1i.. day of ~2014. 
f'-1)_ /vt~ 
FRED M. GIBLER 
District Judge 
ODER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND APPOINTING 
S1'ATEAPPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDERS' OFFICE 1 
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Cerlyicate of Service 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Frederick 
G. Loats, by fax to 664-3644, upon the State Appellate Public Defender's Office, by fax to (208) 
334-2985, upon the Office of the Attorney General by fax f2 8 854-8071, and upon the 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax to 446-1833, thi ay of A gust, 2014. 
ODER GRANTING MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND APPOINTING 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDERS' OFFICE 2 
o the Court 1:J 1; 
\~,\ 
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SJATE Of tOAHO ~ SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAlf' · 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JlJDICIAL DISTR 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) Supreme Court No. 42410 
) Kootenai County Case No. 2013-0012530 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING 
) OBJECTION TO CLERK'S 
) CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
) 
) 
Based upon the Appellant's Objection, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Clerk's Certificate of Appeal be corrected that a 
Reporter's Transcript was requested and identified, as set forth in Paragraph 5(b) of the Notice of 
Appeal, and that the Court Reporter was served with a copy of the Notice of Appeal. 
AJ J"'"<-
Dated this /,8day of Mr, 2014. 
Certificate of Service 
{' ~ /V\ ./':wk_ 
FRED M. GIBLER 
District Judge 
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing was served upon Frederick 
G. Loats, by fax to 664·3644, upon the State Appellate Public Defender's Office, by fax to (208) 
334-2985, upon the Office of the Attorney General by fax to ~ 08) 854-8071, and upon the 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, by fax to 446-1833, this ay of A st, 2014. 
ORDER GRANTING OBJECTION TO CLERK'S 
CERTIFICATEOFAPPEAL l 
~ 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 200 of 208
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NOTICE OF DEFECT 
Supreme Court Docket No. 42410-2014 





JESSE JAY WEEKS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
The Notice of Appeal filed July 23, 2014, in District Court and August 11, 2014, 
with this Court is not in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17, for the reason the transcripts 
requested were not listed by date(s) and title(s); therefore, 
This appeal is SUSPENDED in order for Appellant to file an AMENDED NOTICE 
OF APPEAL in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17that lists transcripts by date(s) and title(s). 
The Amended Notice of Appeal shall be filed in the District Court within fourteen (14) days from 
the date of this Order. 
DATED this J1 day of September, 2014. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
District Court Judge 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen~.t~. 1~ 
ORDER TITLE-Docket No. 42410-2014 
ii 
lj 
Jesse Jay Weeks 42410 201 of 208
2083342985 
SARA 8. THOMAS 
State Appellate Public Defender 
I.S.B. #5867 
ERIK R. LEHTINEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. #6247 
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
14:16:42 09-19-2014 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) CASE NO. CR 2013-12530 
) 
S.C'. DOCKET NO. 42410 V. ) 
) 
JESSE JAY WEEKS, ) AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, BARRY MCHUGH, KOOTENAI COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, P.O. BOX 9000, 500 GOVERNMENT WAY, COEUR D'ALENE, 
ID, 83816-9000, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Suspending Execution of 
Judgment and Sentence and Notice of Right to Appeal entered in the above-
entitled action on the 14th day of July, 2014, the Honorable Fred Gibler, 
presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.AR.) 11(c)(1-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
217 
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3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
(a) Did the district court err in failing to properly instruct the jury on the 
elements of theft by disposing of stolen property? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) Motion Hearing held November 12. 2013 (Court Reporter: Byrl 
Cinnamon. no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions); 
(b) Motion Hearing held January 21, 2014 (Court Reporter: Byrl 
Cinnamon, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions); 
(c) Motion Hearing held February 19, 2014 (Court Reporter: Byrl 
Cinnamon, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions}; 
(d) Jury Trial held April 29-30, 2014, to include the voir dire. opening 
statements, closing arguments, jury instruction conferences, reading of 
the jury instructions, any hearings regarding questions from the jury during 
deliberations. return of the verdict, and any polling of the jurors (Court 
Reporter: Byrl Cinnamon. no estimation of pages was listed on the 
Register of Actions}; and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
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(e) Sentencing Hearing held on July 14, 2014 (Court Reporter: Byrl 
Cinnamon, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2) and all exhibits, recordings, and documents per I.A.R. 
31. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record,· in addition to those automatic.ally included under I.AR. 28(b)(2) and 
I.AR. 31: 
(a) All items, including, any affidavits, objections. responses. briefs or 
memorandums. offered in support of or in opposition to the Motion 
to Dismiss. filed or lodged, by the state. appellant or the court 
including, but not limited to, the Briefs in Support of Motion to 
Dismiss lodged August 81 2013, and August 21. 2013, 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
lodged November 1, 2013, and Reply Brief in Support of Motion to 
Dismiss lodged November 8, 2013; 
(b) Witness List - Plaintiff's filed August 30, 2013; 
(c) Preliminary Hear;na Transcript lodged October 31. 2013; 
(d) All proposed and given jury instructions including, but not limited to, 
the Defendant's Supplemental Requested Jury Instructions filed 
November 12, 2013, Plaintiff's Requested Jury Instructions filed 
January 16, 2014, Defendant's Supplemental Requested Jury 
Instructions filed April 22, 2014, and Jury Instructions Given filed 
April 30, 2014; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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(e) Brief in Support of Motion to Reconsider lodged December 10, 
2013; 
(f) Notice of Intent to Produce I.R.E. 404{8) Evidence filed 
December 18. 2013; 
{g) Notice of Filing Plaintiffs Proposed AudioNideo Trial Exhibit filed 
December 31, 2013; 
(h) Objection to Motion in Limine Re: 404(b) Evidence filed January 2, 
2014; 
(i) Objection to Plaintiff Proposed AudioNideo Exhibit filed January 6 1 
2014; 
0) Memorandum in Support of Objection to Plaintiff's Proposed 
AudioNideo Exhibit lodged January 6, 2014; 
(k) Supplemental Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration 
lodged January 6, 2014; 
(I) Notice of Filing CD filed January 22, 2014; 
(m) Second of Notice of Filing Plaintiffs Proposed Audio Trial Exhibit 
(Redacted) filed April 9, 2014; and 
(n) Any exhibits. including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at 
sentencing hearing. Except that any pictures or depictions of child 
pornography necessary to the appeal need not be sent. but may be 
sought later by motion to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
7. I certify: 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
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(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporter, Byrl R. Cinnamon; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
( d) That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent. I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A. I.A.R. 24(e); and 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED this 19th day of September, 2014. 
~ 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 5 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 19th day of September, 2014, caused 
a true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
FREDERICK G LOATS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
POBOX831 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816-0831 
BYRL R CINNAMON 
COURT REPORTER 
PO BOX 527 
WALLACE ID 83873-0527 
BARRY MCHUGH 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
PO BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816-9000 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
ERL/tmf/ns 
717 
C._,u s\.) 9--r e ~ (_ ()_) r-\-
C\ \ ,q\ I'-\ 
C,.__.rV'-' 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 6 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 












Transcript (Preliminary Hearing) filed 10-31-13 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 1 filed 4-29-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit (CD) No. 2 filed 4-29-14 






I, Amanda McCandless Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 















SUPREME COURT 42410 
CASE CR2013-12530 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Amanda McCandless, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record 
to each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows: 
Ms. Sara B. Thomas 
State Appellate Public Defender 
364 7 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Attorney for Appellant 
Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General State of Idaho 
700 W. Jefferson# 210 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court this 6th day of December 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
